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From the Battlefield 
By PAULINE M. NEWMAN 
Organizer Waii t Maker» Union, Phils., Pa. 
Fiver since June 7th, 1911, nearly 6,000 
ladies' garment workers , embracing cloak and 
skirt makers, cut ters , pressers and finishers 
have been on strike, the employers having re-
fused their demands. 
Evidently the employees surprised their 
"good" employers, by making any demands at 
ill l'"or have they the employers ' not been 
giving their money away, They gave money 
to charity, religious institutions, they even gave 
for educational purposes, in short they gave 
money everywhere, and to everybody—except 
in wages to their employees. They are very 
indignant over the audacity of their employees 
in presenting those "unreasonable" demands. 
Just think of the nerve their employees had 
t" demand the right to organize, to refuse 
charity, and demand a higher wage, so as to 
IK- able to make a more comfortable living I 1 
Ivll you friends, the workers are beginning to 
get nerve! ( I t is about t ime.) 
And so the tight is still on. It is a bitter 
light. Both sides arc s truggling to w in .ou t . 
\nd while the employers are only of one na-
tionality and have on their side the police de-
partment, the court, guards , thugs, money and 
power, they a re in the end bound to lose! 
I'or despite theW$£t that the s t r ikers are com-
posed of about seven tongues, despite the read-
mess of the police to arrest them, guards to 
annoy them, thugs to assault them, judges to 
line them—they are in the end bound to come 
"'I victors! Fo r we must remember that the 
-inkers possess one power—that of making 
Jonks! Guards may annoy the girl picket, but 
they cannot make cloaks. The police can club 
1
 - inker, but they cannot do the work. A 
,'it'lge can render a decision in favor of the 
manufacturers , thereby twisting the law In suit 
any purpose, but he cannol cut garments, and 
G A R M E N T C U T T E R S are what the em-
ployers N'EED. All that is only an additional 
expense to them Hut they have no workers, 
no one to add to their treasury. They are 
losing orders, losing t rade, losing the season, 
losing their "grand" reputation, but will not 
give in. Mammon's Pride ! 
The strikers again are as enthusiastic, a- de-
termined, as in the lirsi week of the strike. lie 
termined to stay out another ten weeks—if 
necessary, until their demands are granted. 
They believe in their united effort, they be-
lieve in their Cause, believe in T H E M -
S E L V E S , and as such they are bound to win. 
The strikers are like the man of the Jewish 
legend. While walking on swampy ground he 
walked steadily, so long as he believed m him-
self, but no sooner did he cease to believe in 
himself, he began to sink. The s inkers believe 
in themselves, and their ground is as solid as 
a rock. 
Ten weeks on slrike, ami not a single s inker 
deserted the r anks ! They have resisted all 
kinds of temptations thai came from their em-
ployers, and their hired servants. The em-
ployers promised to give them everything, 
higher wages, shorter hours, if they would only-
leave the Union. Hut the workers by this 
t ime know thai this would only be of a tem-
porary nature, and they turned from it with a 
feeling of disgust. They have learned a lesson 
—that of the right to organize, the value of 
organization, the beauty of class solidarity, 
and they are ready to live for it, ready to 
fight for it, nay, ready to die for it. The 
strikers know that they are lighting for a 
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GREAT PRINCIPLE—that of Labor's right 
lo LIVE, to enjoy, to aspire, to be free! For 
this they are at all times ready to face starva-
tion, often to remain without a home, to see 
their children suffer the pangs of hunger, to 
he insulted, jailed, to be shot like dogs, in 
short, to risk their very lives—and the lives of 
their dear onp i ! Nothing can buy them, no 
one can briS© them. They arc willing to sacri-
fice everything, in order to stand by their prin-
ciples, thai of J U S T I C E and L IBERTY for 
all. 
Vet the employers not long ago stated that 
they loo are lighting for a principle. Of 
course they a re ! the Principle of the AL-
MIGHTY DOLLAR certainly belongs to them. 
Fighting for a principle! what an insult to the 
very word! 
About two weeks after the strike was called, 
the State Hoard of Arbitration came to Cleve-
land and asked the leaders of the strike, 
whether they would be willing to arbitrate, the 
reply was "yes," but when the Board ap-
proached the Manufacturers, their reply was 
"nothing to arbitrate." Three weeks later, the 
State Board tried again to convince the Manu-
facturers of the necessity for arbitration, but 
received the stupid and stubborn answer: "we 
refuse to arbitrate." 
At the same time however, they issued such 
statements a s : "We have always treated our 
employees fairly and reasonably, ttie condi-
tions they worked under were the best in this 
country," etc. Talk about ne rve! Well we 
knew, that the general public were asking such 
questions as "if the Manufacturers are really 
right, why then are they afraid to arbi trate?" 
Because of such remarks, and questions, we an 
felt that a meeting for the general public must 
be held to which the Manufacturers should be 
invited, and let the public judge as to who is 
right and who is wrong. 
Mrs. Raymond Robins, National President 
of the Women's Trade Union League, was 
asked to come here and arrange such a meet-
ing We all felt that the meeting should not 
be held under the auspices of the Union, but 
that the Women's Trade Union League would 
be the proper organization to call that meeting. 
Mrs. Robins who was on her way to West-
moreland, arrived on the day when the strik-
ers, their wives and their children, paraded 
through the streets of Cleveland, d e m o n s t r a t e 
ing their strength, their determination to fight 
to a finish. Mrs. Robins was met by the 
writer, and a group of striking girls. When 
informed of the parade, she resisted the ter-
tat ion of going to a hotel and rest, after *u 
a long tiresome journey, but went right » 
the ranks of the marchers, and paraded i 
two hours. 
Practically in one day, she succeeded in K-
ting at least three women interested in i 
strike situation. Women who saw the jiisi: 
of the str ikers ' demands, but who for w 
reason or other abstained from taking ;,\ 
part in the strike. Mrs. Robins then, u-
these three women arranged a Citizens" ma-
meeting for July 24th. Unfortunately Mi 
Robins could not even stay at that mertin 
but was good enough to get Prof. I-\ S. Pn»i 
for that evening. Invitations to that mee'ii 
were sent out to the Chamber of Cummer 
the Cloak Manufacturers ' Association, il 
Cleveland Federation of Labor, anil the sinl 
leaders. The former two answered th.v 
would be "inadvisable," for them to come 
The refusal to attend a public meeting, m.v 
them look like two cents in the eyes of il 
public. They are being looked upon as mv 
ards. and every one in Cleveland realizes ti" 
that "there is a reason" why they don't war 
to arbitrate. The public is absolutely with t! 
strikers now. 
In the meantime the Manufacturers hax 
been trying with all their power to. set \\ 
people back to work. They have been visit in 
the strikers in their homes, sending them spi 
cial deliveries, and calling them to a meet in 
to be held in the shop of H. Black & Co. t« 
"meeting" mind you! That morning every on 
of us, went to the factory where the "meeting 
was to be held, and strange as it may seen 
N O T O N E E M P L O Y E E A N S W E R E D tl 
call! Not one. 
Next they tried to open factories aroun 
Cleveland. Thinking that there, it would I-
rather easy to get people to do the work f" 
them. They evidently forgot that we were :• 
the time on "the look out." I remember th.i 
when I came to speak at a meeting at Lorraine 
where a shop was opened, and after explains; 
our side of the story, some one of the audieti 
shouted that Lorraine would not tolerate 
scab shop. And they did not. With their heir 
it was easy for our committee to close the $'' 1 
in two weeks' time. Similar "stunts" w«r 
done in the rest of the small towns So > > 
see that this scheme did not work either 
The importing of scabs seemed to be .1 v ' l 
expensive article. For those few whom l! ') 
did succeed in getting, are usually such, v 
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. .miiot make cloaks, and who really don't care 
.. work, the professional scab never wants to 
mirk. Besides a good many leave the places, 
niter they find out the prices, and the general 
treatment, and join the ranks of the strikers. 
Consequently they don't amount to much, in so 
r.ir as taking the places of the strikers is con-
,,rued. The strikers know it, and instead of 
IH'IIIR discouraged, they laugh at it. 
I he SSxt scheme was to accuse the s tnk-
. r- of being incendiaries, murderers, etc. The 
ul<] story. This only shows that the employ-
er* arc in a desperate position, that sooner or 
Liter they will have to give in to the demands 
(f those who created their riches, and wealth, 
• »r pet out of business! 
\ strike like that can N E V E R he lost. For 
ii KIN been demonstrated to the Cloak Manu-
t'a.turers not only of Cleveland, hut of all 
MIIKT cities, that the International Ladies' 
i.arment Workers ' Union today, is a P O W E R 
not to be played with. It can take people out. 
and KEEP them, support them, and take care 
• •I them. Henceforth manufacturers will hesi-
ta'e before they start a strike with the Int. 
I. (i. \V Union. No wonder people in Cleve-
land are surprised, no wonder the manufac-
lurers are surprised. They never thought 
ih.it we could hold out so long. They know it 
now. (iet used to it, Mr. Manufacturer, and 
the sooner the belter! 
The strike has accomplished something, 
which neither money nor power can buy. It has 
awakened class consciousness in the strikers. 
It has awakened the fighting spirit in nearly 
17.000 girls. Girls who are striking for the 
first time, but whose work during the last ten 
weeks, will some (lay be crowned with glory 
Iheir willingness to sacrilice their very lives, 
the risks, the insults they endure, is remark-
able, nay, inspiring to every one who is in the 
light for better conditions -ind for an easier 
life The strike teaches them i lesson, a les-
son that will make them strive for a day, 
when there -dial! be equal opportunities for all, 
for we must remember that, as Ken Hertford 
once said: "'Once a striker, always a striker!" 
True, so many of them are striking for the 
first time, but it is by far not the last ! And 
above all, it taught them the N E C E S S I T Y of 
a Union, the importance of lighting together, 
of winning together, and "f "sticking" to-
gether! ( a n such a strike ever be lost? In-
deed not! 
Cleveland strikers slick together until your 
just demands are granted! Hold out and 
victory will be vottrs! 
Eleven Weeks of Garment Workers' Strike 
The "Cleve land Pre»»" on the Situation. 
That man must be indeed callous who could 
have witnessed the parade of striking garment 
workers through the downtown streets of this 
city Wednesday without a feeling of sympa-
thy and admiration. 
There were seven or eight thousand of those 
-"archers. Mciijpfmany of them bent and 
grizzled; women, with faces seamed with the 
nues of toil and ca re ; boys and girls, and, 
*>adde*l of all, little children, hundreds of 
I hem, some of them babes in arms. 
l o r II weeks some five thousand of these 
L'annent workers have been on str ike; for 
nearly three months five thousand men and 
women, many of them the heads of families. 
ha\c voluntarily been idle and unpaid, this be-
""g Ihc only means they have of trying to com-
i"l what they conceive to be fair treatment 
•r'-m their employers, the men who control the 
garment-making industry of this city. 
Eleven weeks without pay, to people who, 
even when employed, earn barely enough to 
enable them to live in the most meager way. 
means hunger, insufficient clothing, ami every 
other conceivable form of hardship and de-
privation. It means unnecessary pain ami mis-
ery for the sick. It means unhappy childhood. 
I T M E A N S D E A D BABIES. 
The average prosperous, well*fed, self-sat-
isfied man and woman, to whom the condition 
of life of those who toil for small wages 
(even when these wages come regularly) is a 
sealed book, has no oeoiueption what this 11 
weeks without pay has meant to these striking 
garment workers and their families. And yet 
on Wednesday they marched through the 
streets of this city apparently as brave of 
heart and high of hope as when they began 
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their fight for better conditions 11 weeks ago. 
When this strike started The Press believed 
and stated that if the garment-making em-
ployers would meet the situation in the spirit 
of fairness and conciliation, there could be a 
quick settlement on an equitable basis. 
The employers showed no such spirit then 
and they have shown no such spirit since. 
They have refused even to listen to sugges-
tions for arbitration, many of which have been 
made, not only by the strikers but by disin-
terested persons. 
They have chosen to try to starve the strik-
ers into submission and to establish a state of 
siege about their factories, spending thousands 
of dollars hiring irresponsible guards and 
arming them with deadly weapons. 
It is not our purpose here to attempt to fix 
the responsibility for each individual case of 
killing and head-breaking which has resulted 
from this strike. 
The sooner wo all wake up to the fact that 
it is democracy which is the ideal of the Jew-
ish people, the quicker will be ou r success in 
organizing them and keeping them organized. 
If we take the autocratic position in our deal-
ings with them, we have only ourselves to 
blame for a confusion which means failure. 
Every Unionist ought to take this lesson from 
the story of Cleveland. It has been said that 
it is discipline which held these strikers to-
gether. Discipline? Hah! The only annoy-
ances worth mentioning in this battle have 
been caused by someone who thought he or 
she must boss the job and tell the others what 
to do. 
In this fight the credit for good work and 
solidarity is due not to one person or to a 
little group, but to the bigger group who have 
accepted the responsibility of the battle. 
The most surprising thing in this strike to 
many is the way the women and girls have 
taken hold. They have grasped the demo-
cratic ideal and worked for it even better than 
the boys. On one occasion, when a large 
number were arrested and were waiting in a 
cell, one of them said, "Girls, we have enough 
members here to have a meeting." After a 
chairman was elected, one of the girls asked 
for the floor and said, "Madame Chairman, the 
But we do say that the whole deplore 
situation as it exists today and as n has .-, 
isted for the past 11 Weeks is a challenge. • 
only to the good business judgment of • 
garment-making employers of this city, hir , 
equally a challenge to their good citi/cn-!>:| 
and to the reputation for philanthropy a: 
broad-mindedness for which many of them .:r 
striving. 
And what is more, it is a challenge in *| 
usefulness and good intentions of that inline 
tial body of business men—the chamber 
commerce—that the only action it has seen 
to take in connection with this industrial u>, 
heaval, involving the peace of the city, ill 
happiness and well-being of thousands .if ;• 
workers and their families, has been the ml,y 
tion of resolutions, in effect demanding of rh 
city authorities that they help the garni, n 
manufacturers defeat their employees 1>> ..r 
dcring the police to club them into siibmisM.-ri 
police were very brutal to us (his morning. -
I move we discuss what 's to be done w»i 
these policemen." They were still <li>cu«in 
this question when their bailers arrived. lb-
have since made these police respect them 
When several girls were sent to Col mi i hi 
to pull down a branch of the LandrMn.r 
Hirsheimer Co., the father of one of the put 
ets said. "Take along your pretty cloilu* 
meaning he was proud of her beauty, hut ' 
not expect she could do much to help 'It 
strike. Well, after she and the others n-k< • 
their lives and were arrested, after she sn» 
in the factory pleading with the worker- ' 
come out, until the coarse employer threw in 
downstairs, then, not only the men of Cnluf,i 
bus took off their hats to her and her c m 
rades. but the father of the girl said. "I •!" 
not know she could do it, God, I'm proud • 
h e r " 
Another girl was sent to Ely Ha to get <!• »" 
a factory. She too, was young and pn"* 
The man who hired her was so sure th.r 
was giving the job to a very' silly girl. th;r 
said to her, "You know we have to be car<: 
about hiring because there is a strike 
Cleveland." She looked up at him and *•••' 
"O—oh, will they do you something.' 
next day when this man had to rip a l< 
A Triumph for Democracy 
By J. C. 
.. 
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skirts which had been sewed upside down and 
many of his employees walked out, he discov-
ered that the pretty little girl had really "done 
him something." 
The wives of the strikers have also taken a 
hand in the fiflgfland they too feel they are 
capable of plffimng their work without dicta-
tion from a boss and they have the nerve to 
carry out what they plan. No organizer would 
dare ask these women to do what they do of 
their own free will. For instance, when they 
visited the home of Mrs. Porris to pursuade 
her stop scabbing and were met with bullets: 
when the first woman, the mother of little 
children fell after being shot four times, an-
other woman who started to her assistance 
was told by the guard "If you take one step 
you will be shot." And she answered, "Shoot 
if you must, but I can't let a sister stay there 
bleeding." And she went to the other woman 
and took the bullet she was promised. When 
the doctors fixed her up, she returned to 
strike duty. Anita Garibaldi was not a bit 
more game than this Cleveland woman. Space 
will allow for only a few illustrations; but 
even were an entire book at one's disposal, all 
the stories of these splendid women and girls 
could not be told. Enough had been told, how-
ever, to show that the great thing about this 
strike is the victory for democracy, in the fact 
of the strikers working out their own plans, 
paying no attention to the individual but al-
ways thinking how will this affect the 6,000 on 
strike. What will the 6.000 think of this plan? 
In this victory lies our hope for the future, 
for by each one taking responsibility, we will 
be strengthened so that the bosses can't take 
advantage of any of us. We will all know 
how to fight the selfish employer. 
Jennie was arrested for calling "scab." The 
policeman h a d ^ c facts from the guard in 
the auto, and the guard was purple with anger 
as he made the charge. "Officer," he said, "It's 
no use for her to deny it. I can prove she 
yelled 'scab*." 
Jennie bore it all calmly enough until one of 
the guards stepped out of the auto and the 
policeman ordered her to take the seat he had 
vacated. A look of horror crept over her 
face as she cried, "Don't for God's sake ask 
me to ride with 'scabs/ Please! please! Let 
me go to the station in a patrol wagon!" 
About a dozen Italian singers with mando-
lins and guitars gathered one evening under 
the windows where a number of. Italian scabs 
were housed.- They sang in Italian and played 
so beautifully, that police and guards were 
charmed, and those inside liked it too—in fact 
they were carried away by it, and they came to 
the windows and occasionally dropped a note 
to the singers. The police captain strolling by. 
rubbed his eyes to see if he was awake and 
murmured, "What in the h—?'* and one of 
the men answered. "We maka love song. 
They lika vera much. Dropa down note, aska 
play more." 
It was not until the next day when the 
Italian strike breakers in the factory l>olted 
that the guards and police found out that the 
serenaders of the previous evening were strik-
ers who sang to those inside the whole story 
of the fight, and why they should come out 
and that the notes of appreciation dropped 
from the windows when translated read like 
this. "We understand now, and when the 
guards are not watching, we will slip out and 
help you win." 
Oh you girls of Cleveland! You who a 
short time ago wept instead of protesting 
when you were unjustly treated, will in the 
future fight instead of weeping. The Rosses 
did not think you could fight. The men w«o 
worked alongside of you did not count on 
you. The only ones who knew you would 
make good were the women throughout the 
country, who had been on the fighting line 
some time themselves! You have justified 
their faith in you and it is because through the 
fight you have found out how fine and strong 
you arc that the Garment Workers' Union is 
going to stay in Cleveland. 
Suggestions (or Settling the Strike. 
The "Cleveland Press" has suggested a way 
of ending the strike at Cleveland. Helow we 
quote some of its very pertinent remarks: 
"Recently there were signed at Washington 
treaties providing for settlement by arbitration 
of all questions. INCLUDING QUKSTIONS 
OF NATIONAL HONOR, that might here-
after arise between the United States and 
Great Britain and the United States and 
France. 
These treaties have beep hailed by the lead-
ing men of all civilfzed nations as the greatest 
forward step that has ever been taken to in-
sure world-peace. 
If three of the greatest nations in the world 
can so far forget their petty jealousies and 
differences as to agree to arbitrate even ques-
tions affecting national honor, it certainly 
seems as though the employers and employes 
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in such an industry as cloak-making ought to 
be willing to settle their differences in the 
same way. 
The Press understands that, as between the 
cloak manufacturers of this city and their 
striking employes, there are but three points 
of difference which are considered vital by 
sides. These points, as The Press un-
uids them, are as follows: 
I) Demand by the strikers 4or a joint 
>rice committee or the right of collective bar-
gaining by the employes with their em-
ployers. 
(2) Demand by the strikers for the aboli-
tion of the inside contractor system which re-
sults in different schedules of pay for the 
same work. 
(3) Demand by the strikers for the aboli-
tion of the individual contract system except 
in cases of foremen, designers and pattern 
graders. 
Every question involved in these three de-
mands could be settled by arbitration on a 
basis of absolute justice and equality as be-
tween the employers and employes. 
There is a right side and a wrong side to 
every question, and there is but one way to de-
termine what this right side and wrong side 
arc when the parties to a controversy are un-
able to agree. That way is to submit the dis-
puted points to disinterested men and agree 
to abide by the decision. 
Undoubtedly both the manufacturers and 
the strikers think that they are right in their 
respective contentions. But they cannot both 
be right and there must be some fair basis 
upon which peace can be established. 
If the cloak-making employers and employes 
will folloW the suggestion which we are going 
to make, there will not only be temporary, but 
permanent, peace in the cloak-making business, 
and that within one month from now both 
employers and employes will look back upon 
this past 11 weeks as a ridiculous waste of 
money and energy. 
This is the suggestion: That both the em-
ployers and strikers agree in writing to sub-
mit every point in controversy to the following 
disinterested committee, and that they also 
agree in writing to abide by the committee's 
decision, and further suggests the following 
committee: Judge Alexander S. Hadden of 
the probate court; Judge George S. Addams 
of the insolvency court; S. H. Halle of t he ' 
Halle Brothers Co.; N. L. Dauby, general 
manager of the May Co.; Warren S. Stone, 
chief of the brotherhood of locomotive engi-
neers ; Harry Thomas, secretary of the Cleve-
land federation of labor. 
The Press has not consulted the members 
of this committee as to their willingness to 
serve, but it has confidence enough in their 
good citizenship to believe that none of them 
will shirk this important public service, and it 
has confidence enough in their fairness to be-
lieve that they will render a decision which 
will be just 
If the manufacturers and the striking em-
ployes will indicate by letter to the editor of 
The Press their willingness to adopt this sue-
gestion the editor of The Press will take the 
initiative in calling the committee together. 
Echoes from the Triangle Fire. 
Dr. Price Suggests Co-operation Between 
the Waist Makers' Union and the 
Board of Sanitary Control. 
Parents and friends of the 145 victims who 
were burned in the Triangle fire, says the New 
York "Call," and of the scores of workers who 
saved their lives but were maimed and injured. 
have written, telephoned and appeared in per-
son at the office of the Ladies' Waist and 
Dress Makers' Union, in the last two days, 
calling upon the union to see to it that Harris 
& Blanck, the owners of the Triangle shop, be 
brought'to trial. 
The parents and friends of the victims also 
called upon the union officials to demand an 
account from the Red Cross as to the manner 
in which $100,000 collected for the benefit of 
the families of the fire victims, has been <li* 
posed of, if it has been disposed of. 
As a result of these numerous calls the Ex-
ecutive Board of the Ladies' Waist Maker*' 
Union stirred up the committee of three which 
has been appointed some time ago to look into 
the Triangle case, to immediate, vigorous ac-
tivity. . 
The committee, which consists of Sam Spiv 
ack, A. Silver, and Sam Gasman, met la-t 
night at 151 Ginton street to decide upon 
plans to co-operate with the parents ami 
friends'of the fire victims, and to determine 
upon ways and means of improving conditions 
in the shops where the lives of workers arc 
daily exposed to fire panics. 
Several of the parents and friends of the 
Triangle victims, who called at the office of 
the Ladies' Waist Makers' Union, said thai 
they will either get up a petition or will write 
personal letters to District Attorney Whitman 
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calling upon him lo bring Harris and Blanck 
to trial. 
Dr. George M. Price, M. D., the chairman 
of the Executive Committee of the Joint 
Hoard of Sanitary Control in the Cloak and 
Suit Industry of New York, has written to the 
"Call" suggesting a way in which the Board 
might co-operate with the Waistmakers' 
Union. 
Agpricans need big shocks, says Dr. Price, 
agecausc several meetings have been held, be-
cause a "safety committee" has been appointed, 
because the papers devoted a few pages to fac-
tory fire damages, it is not to be expected that 
the 30,000 shops in the city should have sud-
denly become improved, that new fire escapes 
should have been put in where needed, and 
that workers should have become interested in 
protecting their lives from fires instead of de-
voting their whole time to the most important 
question of election of business delegates? 
Dr. ^  Price continues: 
"TcAcompel the owners of loft buildings to 
make radical improvements in their buildings, 
to spend huge sums for the protection of the 
lives and limbs of their tenants; to make les-
sees of shops institute fire drills, buy fire ex-
tinguishing apparatus and make other pro-
visions for safety; to rouse the workers them-
selves to the necessity of taking care of their 
own lives and health, something more than 
newspaper talk, than creation of safety com-
mittees or State commissions arc necessary. 
Workers Must Defend Upon Selves. 
The salvation of the working class depends 
upon the workingmen themselves. This is true 
not only in economics, but also in sanitation. 
As long as the workingmen themselves arc so 
negligent of their lives and health as to leave 
their protection out of their legislative de-
mands, as long as the laboring class is indiffer-
ent to the most cardinal principles of safety 
and sanitation, and as long as the enforcement 
of labor laws is in the hands of politicians and 
outside of the cooperation of working unions, 
so long will there be unsafe factories and un-
healthy shops. 
After the Triangle fire hundreds of com-
plaints were sent to the Women's Trade Union 
League, but these complaints were hardly in-
vestigated, as the T. U. L. had no proper force 
tor their investigation, nor any means for en-
forcing better conditions. 
The "Safety Committee" consists of some 
prominent men and women in the city. This 
committee has just completed an investigation 
of 400 factory buildings, and is preparing the 
report on conditions found. 
There is also a special commission appointed 
by the Governor, the commission consisting of 
four lay members and seven Senators and As-
semblymen, with the purpose of investigating 
factory conditions as to their relation to safety 
and health. 
The Legislature also passed the "Hoye bill" 
which has been approved by the Mayor and is 
not as yet signed'by the Governor. This bill 
provides for the creation of a new "fire-pre-
vention bureau" in the Fire Department with a 
chief and several hundreds of inspectors whose 
duty it will be to inspect buildings, make rec-
ommendations as to their improvements for 
fire prevention and to order such improve-
ments. 
More Than Legislation Needed. 
But, as I said before, no amount of legisla-
tion, no increase in the agencies for investiga-
tion and enforcements, and no matter how 
many hundreds of inspectors are appointed, 
conditions in factories and shops will always 
remain dangerous until workingmen themserves 
will awake to the importance of the problem 
of safety and health and will enter these into 
their daily program and make them as import-
ant demands in their economic and political 
platforms. 
Of all the trade or labor unions, the Cloak 
Makers' Union seems to be the most progres-
sive in sanitary matters and they alone of all 
the unions have taken a firm and radical stand 
on this question. The leaders, as well as the 
rank and file of the Cloak Makers' Union arc 
in perfect accord with the Board of Sanitary 
Control and not only support it, but also call 
out their men whenever and wherever we show 
them that conditions as to safety and sanitation 
are such as to endanger life and health.' In 
our last inspection we have discovered eighteen 
shops conducted in filthy cellars and shall soon 
present them to the unions for their action. 
What the Cloak Makers' Unions arc doing 
the others may also do, and there is no reason 
why there should not be co-operation between 
the Waist Makers' Unions and our board which 
is at all times willing to assist, make investiga-
tions and otherwise help out unions in sanitary 
matters. I believe the time will come when 
every labor union will have on its executive 
committee expert sanitarians to take charge of 
sanitary matters as there are other members to 
take charge of financial and organization mat-
ters. 
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Editorial 
At the time of going to press, the strike 
of our affiliated locals with the manufac-
turers in Cleveland will have ended the 
twelfth week, with no appreciable change 
in the situation. 
It is twelve long weeks since the Inter-
national Union has been bombarding the 
Port Arthur of the Cloak Manufacturers 
in this country. And the citadel is not 
yet taken. It is true that the manufac-
turers so far consider nothing. Our 
points are not gained, but trade unipnism 
can never compel a manufacturer to con-
cede to any demands of his employees if 
he does not care to. What the Union can 
do, in case of refusal on the part of the 
employer, is to make his business un-
profitable—to make the concession less 
costly than the refusal. The stronger the 
union, the more thorough is this condi-
tion carried out. And no'one, not even 
the officers of the manufacturers of the 
association in Cleveland will deny that 
since June 7th, their business has been 
run at a terrible loss. 
* * * 
Of course we confess that we do not 
know the resources of the manufacturers. 
We do not know how much Jonger they 
are in a position to conduct their business 
at a loss; but they cannot do so indefi-
nitely. This they will admit. But then-
is one thing certain, and we believe that 
the manufacturers are beginning to rea-
lize it, that our people will not return to 
work as long as the International Union 
is in a position to pay them strike benefit. 
Which of the parties will hold out the 
longest, only time will show. One thing 
we are certain of, and that is that we can 
make their Spring trade as ruinous to 
them as their Fall season. 
* * * 
From now on, until the end of Novem-
ber, there will be no need of drawing 
upon the treasuries of our locals to any 
extent to provide strike pay. The asse-^-
• 
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mcnt of 5 per cent, of the earnings of 
our people will be sufficient to keep it 
going for the next three months. To the 
manufacturers this means a loss not only 
of the Fall but also of the Spring season. 
During these three months the Interna-
tional Union will be able to provide 
moans for finatpng this strike in the 
Spring seasogrff IQI2. We have not yet 
tapped all our resources. The Unions of 
the American Federation of Labor have 
not yet been appealed to. Can the Cleve-
land manufacturers revive the loss of 
trade of the Spring season? Very few 
business people who know the situation 
'n Cleveland will doubt our assertion that 
hey cannot. 
* * * 
Of course mistakes were made; but so 
ifar mistakes were on the part of the 
Cleveland employers. Before the strike, 
vhen we approached them with a propo-
ition for peaceful settlement, they paid 
o heed to us, because they were certain 
hat their people would not respond to 
he call of the Union for a strike. After 
he people vacated their shops, they were 
jcrtain that within a week they would re-
tirn to work? begging for their old posi-
lions. In July when they noticed their 
listake, they began the job of importing 
trikebreakers. Again it turned out to be 
11 impossible way of ignoring the strike, 
nd they began to send emissaries to the 
nited Cloak Manufacturers of New 
•»rk, inducing them to lockout our peo-
k- in New York. And they waited only 
>r this lockout; Su? their hope has been 
lattered. There were those who ex-
erted that the resources of the Interna-
•nai Union would become exhausted 
id that the people would be forced into 
Amission. But it now looks as if the 
anufacturers will soon have to go to the 
mkruptcy courts before our people go 
: to work under the old conditions. 
hey now boast that they can get all 
their work done in New York. If this is 
the case, what becomes of their assertion 
that the strike has been called in the in-
terest of the New York manufacturers to 
drive the trade from Cleveland to New 
York? As a matter of fact, wdiat we are 
engaged in now is to drive the trade of 
the Cleveland manufacturers from New 
York and other cities hack to Cleveland. 
* * * 
To confess we do not care a straw 
where the trade goes to; New York, 
Cleveland or elsewhere. What we are 
concerned about is to drive the trade out 
of the non-union shops into union shops. 
And in this attempt everybody will admit 
that we have been successful. The union 
manufacturers arc operating their plants 
at a profit and the non-union manufac-
turers at a loss. We do not profess to be 
able to do more than that. 
Cleveland Strike Fund. 
Revised Litt of Donations Received from 
Locals and Outside Sources to Aug. 
26th inclusive. 
i. Cloak Operators' Union of New York,
 v $ ^ . 6 ' i u . » " 
2. Cloak & Shirtmakcrs' Union of Phila-
delphia, I'n j.ouu.on 
Do. Sho|> Collections 28. ;U 
4- Cloakmnkrr.s' Union of Baltimore y#- 00 
8. Cloakmakers' Union of San Francisco, 
Cal 63.60 
9. Cloak & Suit Tailors' Union of New 
York j4.0u0.oo 
10. Amnlff. Lad. Gar. Cutlers' Union of 
New York 4.000.00 
II* Cloak & Skirtmakcrs' Union of Browns-
ville. N. Y 2,960.00 
12. Cloak & Skirt Pressors' Union of 
Boston 27.50 
13. For Joint Board of Montreal Locals. . . 35$-"" 
15. Ladies' Waist makers* Union of Phila-
delphia 30.00 
17. Children Cloaks & Reformakcrs' Union, 
New York 1,650.00 
18. SkirtmakcrV Union of St. Louis, Mo . . 25.00 
20. Raincoatmakrrs' Union of New York. . 50.00 
23. SkirtmakcrV Union of New York 16,000.00 
75. Ladies' Waist & Dressmakers' Union of 
New York 300.00 
30. Ladies Tailors* & Dressmakers" Union 
of Albany 5-oo 
32. Underwear Work. Union of I'eckskill, 
N . Y 5-00 
34- Ladies' Custom Tailors' Union of Balti-
more, Md 15.00 
35- Cloak & Skirt Pressors' Union of New 
York 15.670.j5 
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jft. La<liiV Tailors* I 'ninn of New York, . 
41. Wrapper maker?.' Union of New York.. 
4J. I-idies' Custom Tailor** Union of Phila-
delphia 
44< CloakmakerV Union of Chicago 
47- Ladie»' Tailors & Dressmakers' Union 
of Denver, Col 
49. Ladies' Waist maker*' Union of BostOfl 
53. Cloak & Skirt Cutters' Union of Phila-
delphia, Pa 
56. Cloak & Skirt Makers' Union of Bos-
ton, Mass 
60. Ladies' Tailocs' Union of Troy.^J . Y . . 
62. White (foods Workers' Union of New 
York 
66. I-adie.*' Garment Workers' Union of 
Corniel. N. J 
67. Cloak & Skirt Makers' Union of Toledo, 
Ohio 
68. Cloak & Skirt Pressers' of Brownsville, 
N. Y 
60. Cloak & Skirl Finishers* Union of 
Philadelphia. Pa 
71. Ladies' Tailors* Union of Chicago. III. 
7J. Dressmakers' of llrownsivllc, N. Y ' , . . . 
73. Amalgamated Ladies' Garment Cutters' 
Union of Boston, Mass 
75. Cloak & Skirl Makers' Union of Wor-
cester, Mass 
77. United Kuhher Garment Workers of 
Boston, Mass 
83. Corset Workers' Union of Kalamazoo, 
Mich ; 
87. Ladies' Tailors' 8c Dressmakers' Union 
of Savannah, Ga 
X«>, Ladies' Garment Workers' Union of 
Louisville, Ky 
Joint Board of Cincinnati, O 
Joint Board of St. Louis, Mo 
A. Guyer—Collections 
Young Folks' Charily Institution of 
Philadelphia 
Workpeople of Natchols Skirt Co., Mon-
treal, (Tan 
K. Midda Local 119. U. G. W. U. of A. 
X. Y. Sainplcmakers' Progressive So-
cicly 
Local 149 Painlers & Decorators (Per 
B. A, Larger .* 
PhiU, Relief Conference for the Strik-





































News from Denver, Col. 
On Tuesday. Aug. 8, our Local presented 
new agreement* for signature to the local 
firms wlio opened their work places for the 
season, giving them two days' time to con-
sider the demands. The following is a copy 
of the agreement referred to: 
I, The undersigned firm hereby agrees to 
employ in its Ladies' Tailoring establishment 
only members of Local 47, *I. L G. \V. Union: 
and that 
2 Bight (8) hours shall constitute a day's 
work*, commencing at 8 a, m. till 12 m»-u ,-,..,< 
from l p. m. till 5 p. m. 
3. For overtime work, the employee- .hail 
be paid time and a half the usual pa- amf 
shall not l>c required to work overtime more 
than ten (10) hours per week. \*o overtime 
on Saturday. 
4. Wages shall be from Twenty-four I24J 
dollars per week up and be paid once a week 
5. The employees shall select a shop-dele-
gale from among themselves to act as their 
representative in their dealings with the rirm: 
he shall not have the power to interfere with 
the work of any of the employees of the shop 
unless the agreement is broken. 
6. After being employed by the firm i--r tu. 
(2) weeks or more, no employee shall be oV 
charged unless for good reason found by tin 
firm and acknowledged by the Executive Offi 
cers of the Union. 
7. Work shall be equally distributed, as far 
as possible, among all the employees d tin 
shop during the dull season. 
8. The firm shall keep the shop in strict!) 
sanitary condition. 
9.-This agreement to take effect at onee and 
shall coniinre until September 1, 1912 
At tlie end of the two days they informed 
us of their refusal to sign the agreement, ob-
jecting to. clause 2, which stipulates an eight 
hour working day. 
Upon the information having reached H& 
we called a special meeting and unanimous* 
decided to declare all the shops concern? ! 
strike. 
It "is however gratifying to note thai «< 
have; made a new convert. One of the • 
plovers who had never had a union shop '* 
fore signed the agreement and sent all h» 
tailors to he enrolled as members of the 
Union. 
So far we arc quite confident of succe** 
This is bound to conic when the rest of the 
firms open for the season. Enthusiasm i-
the eight hour day runs high, the men shew * 
firm determination to stay out as long -
necessary in order to secure it. 
We mean no longer to work nine hair- -
day in Denver. The air in Denver i* -»*' ' 
be very fine, but that is only when you brea* 
it in the open and not within confined *n«ea 
One hour less in the clo?e atmosphere ->' the 
shops and one hour more of the fresh Colo-
rado air is destined to do the tailors mucn 
good. 
T H E L A D I E S ' G A R M E N T W O R K E R U 
Our members are so keen on securing this 
tal reform that they have resolved, if need 
Ibe. 10 compromise on wages, which are from 
[$24 (>cr week and upward, rather than budge 
an inch on the eight hour day demand. 
k\"c hope to inform you in the near future 
a great victory for the Tailors of Denver. 
H. O L S T E I N , 
Secretary. 
Our New ^bmen Workers Union 
of Toledo, Ohio. 
Local Xo. 96, Ladies' Garment Workers, is 
Ithe name of a new union just organized by 
business Agent Kucmmerle. The charter en-
rollment is 51 names, all women employed in 
the factories of Black and Cohen, Friedlander 
Martin. The new union is affiliated with the 
Ladies* Garment Workers ' International, and 
las jurisdiction over all shirt waist, skirt and 
idler workers in the numerous factories 
iround Toledo. It is claimed there are 500 of 
these women in this city, and an active organ-
izing campaign will be started. 
he new local is composed of good mate-
ial. The women arc aggressive, and have al-
ready taken an active interest in the Cloak-
|nakers' strike at Cleveland. Arrangements 
ire now being made to have the "baby" union 
the Labor-Day parade. 
Labor's Annual Fete. 
By Margare t Scott Hall . 
September 4 is Labor Day for the year 1911. 
Iher dates may mark occasions of victory or 
efeat, of rejoicing or of sorrow, hut Labor 
)ay is designed to he the one great day of 
mixed pleasure and general relaxation for 
<• people. The great majority—those who 
P ' " r and are heavy laden," celebrate t he 
ileKc of service. The world's workers. 
c of use in the world and to the world, 
i this anniversjwjfVif joy. 
• he occasion is but a natural expression of 
vement As a self-made man likes to 
:
 of the fact, so, any growth, progress or 
iiccmcnt under difficulties applauds and 
trages its own endeavors. 
> 'he great parade marches through our 
;
-. the bands play and the throngs cheer. 
«' bond of true brotherhood, binding to-
T thousands of our craftsmen, has gained 
*th ami Power through the years of 
struggle and adversity that unionism has 
known. 
The brave, long fight for better conditions 
—labor's just cause, and its attitude of self 
defense in the unequal struggle against mo-
nopoly, have won the sympathy of the intel-
lectual world and gained the powerful ally of 
favorable public opinion. 
Mechanical worth, skill and industry are 
represented all along the line of march, and 
the world recognizes 'and appreciates its toil-
ers as never before in all the ages behind us. 
Then it is not unseemly or in bad taste that 
lal>or should justly value its own accomplish-
ments and appreciate its own part in the great 
impulse toward the world's improvement and 
reform. 
It is fitting and appropriate that organized 
labor should rejoice in the observance of its 
national holiday. With joy and pride let La-
bor's hosts step forth from shop and office, 
mill and mine, and every union of every craft 
and calling join to make our gala day a beau-
tiful success. 
Though bitter may have been the strife in 
the combat with greed, though blow upon 
blow has been aimed at organized labor by 
the dominant powers arrayed against it, on 
Labor Day let all inharmony temporarily 
cease* Lock each skeleton tight and fast in 
its respective family 'closet, cover, up the 
wounds and scars of many past battles, forget 
all for one day and just play. Forget the 
wrongs and robberies Labor has so long suf-
fered; forget the tariff laws and the political 
corruption we arc impotent lo suppress; let 
the tax schemes rest, give trouble of all sorts 
a vacation, and let us make the supreme 
thought and universal interest of organized 
labor center on the subject of a good time. 
Let's play like we forget the poverty to 
which we never have become so accustmned 
as to find tolerable, and go out into God's 
glorious sunlight under the wide blue canopy 
of heaven for one day to find and to give 
pleasure. "Love thy neighbor as thyself," and 
we guarantee a glimpse at least of the sunny 
side of life. 
He sure that all of the resentment, hate and 
ill feeling are left behind, and that every bit 
of the soul finery we possess is brought out 
for the special occasion. 
Let all the world conic* out and play 
When Labor takes a holiday. 
—The Carpenter. 
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Local No. 10—Part, Pretent and 
Future. 
By JESSE S. GREENIIERGER. 
As an active member of the Local 
since 1903, I have seen it progress from 
a mere handful of devoted men into a 
well organized and powerful organiza-
tion. From September 1901, when the 
Local was first started, until January. 
1010, almost every cutter who joined the 
Union was a competent mechanic who 
hariJjccn a cutter for 3 years or over 
arjdjjwas capable of demanding and get-
H H r n i e standard rate of $24.00 per 
week. At the very beginning the main 
obstacle in the path of the Union was 
the small manufacturers nnd sweatshops 
of the lower cast side, where the highest 
wages paid to cutters was $15.00 per 
week. Gradually these cutters com-
menced to invade the uptown shops and 
slowly but surely they advanced from 
Sin.oo to $18.00 and then to, $20.00, un-
til they finally reached the $24.00 mark. 
In this way the Union succeeded in 
gaining control of the larger houses and 
keeping up the standard of S24.00 per 
week. 
The work of organizing continually 
kept on. As soon as a majority 01 the 
men in a shop became members of the 
Union a demand was made for the 
standard rate of wages and in almost all 
cases the demand was granted. This 
continued until 1006. In January. 1906, 
the Shirt Waist cutters who were known 
as the Gotham Ass'n. and who had pre-
viously been affiliated with the Interna-
tional Union and had withdrawn from 
them, amalgamated with the then Local 
No. G and formed the present Amalga-
mated Ladies' Garment Cutters Union, 
Local No. 10. This amalgamation 
brought 250 good active men into the 
organization and placed the union upon 
a firm working basis. 
In the Spring of 1907 a General Strike 
took place in the Reefer trade and a sub-
local of reefer cutters was organized. 
About a year and a half later this local 
went out of existence, most of its mem-
bers joining Local No. 10. The Execu-
tive Board, upon whom had fallen most 
1 of the work up to this time, finally re-
commended to the organization that a 
business agent should be placed in the 
field and in August, 1907. the 1st hi-«j. 
ness agent was elected. 
In November of the same year thr 
General Executive Board of the Inter 
national L'nion suspended Local So. \o 
for failure to comply with its order and 
for over two years our Local existed a< 
an independent organization. The LxrV 
however, took up the question of 01-r 
suspension by the International 1'nwm 
and appealed to the A. F. of L. Finally 
the dispute wa» adjusted at the Conven-
tion of the A. F . of L. held at Toronto. 
Canada, November. 1909. and Local N'o 
10 was reinstated. During the time Lo-
cal No. 10 was suspended' the Interna-
tional Union organized in February. 
1910, two locals, one of Cloak and 
Suit Cutters, No. 10, and the other >» 
Shirt Waist Cutters, No. 30, and t,» 
February 23, 1910, the Shirt Waist Cut-
ters, Local No. 30, and Local N'o. 10 
amalgamated and peace and harmony 
was again restored. 
In June, 1909, the initiation fee was 
reduced from $5.00 to Si.00 and thi-
brought many new members into the 
ranks of the Union. Our total member-
ship had mounted up to 2,200 by Marrt 
1st, 1910. Between March and July. 
iQto, hundreds of new members joined 
the Union, so that .when the General 
Strike in the Cloak and Skirt Trade un-
declared on July 7, 1910. there were oyer 
3,000 members in our Local. The Strike 
brought an additional 2,000 members, ni 
whom the greater majority were learner-
arid assistant cutters, whose wages ranged 
from $4.00 to $14.00 per week. 
Coming to the General Strike itself, it 
is needless to mention that the cutter 
were represented on the General Strik 
Committee by their ablest men and t 
the rank and file of the members n ' 
stood by their leaders and indorsed tb« 
united and harmonious action and thM 
materially contributed their share to it* 
final success. 
Now let us see what the cutters work; 
ing at Cloaks and Suits really gainw 
through the General Strike. Those « • 
previous to the strike received S24 • 
gained an increase of $1.00 and a rela-
tion of 3 hours work a week. 1 he c* 
ters who had received from $16,00 : 
$20.00 gained an increase of from S3.00 
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tion in hours. Those cutters who had 
been getting less than $16.00 gained about 
25% increase in wages. Rut the great-
est gain of all, in my opinion, is that the 
cutters gained an Organization, some-
thing that we had been trying to get for 
10 years and could never have accom-
plished through any other medium than 
a Gcne™iStrikc. 
NTow, the necessity of following up this 
advantage by attending the meetings of 
the Union and helping the officers, re-
porting to the Executive* Board when 
anything is wrong in the shops, is quite 
clear. Yet many of the members have 
actually been undoing what has been 
done for them by going to work below 
the price, working by the day and also 
hustling like a slave to try and under-
mine brother members in the shop. If 
the members would only realize that 
every mechanic could get his scale of 
$25.00 a week by reporting to the Office 
those firms that offered only $20.00 or 
$22.00 instead of $25.00 then the rest 
would be plain sailing. If the firm is a 
member of the Manufacturers ' Protective 
Ass'n.,' then the Grievance Committee 
would soon compel them to live up to the 
Protocol and pay the standard rate of 
wages. If it is an independent firm then 
action would be taken through the Joint 
Board. No matter what the circum-
stances may be, it is always the fault of 
the individual if he works below the 
scale and not only is he doing harm to 
himself but every other mechanic in the 
Organization. 
The assistant cutters and apprentices, 
besides receiving a substantial increase of 
wages, also gained the protection of the 
Organization which is something they 
never had before. The question of how 
to properly take care of the interest of 
the Assistant Cutters and apprentices is 
perhaps the most important one confront-
ing our Local at the present time. I f some 
definite .plan could be adopted whereby 
the history of every assistant cutter and 
apprentice were on record in the Office, 
how long they had worked in the trade 
and what salary they were getting, I be-
lieve a great deal could be done to ad-
vance them from season to season until 
they would become full fledged mechanics 
and receive the standard rate of wages. 
1 his appears to me to be the only possi-
ble way in which justice could be done to 
them. The question of allowing new ap-
prentices in the trade is a very important 
one and the Local will have to take a 
decided stand in this matter. As I have 
previously noted there are a good many 
assistant cutters and apprentices in our 
organization; at present probably over 
1,000 or more and until these have served 
their time and become full fledged cutters 
the doors of the trade will have to he 
closed against newcomers for at least 2 
years. 
The lower east side, where formerly 
hundreds of cutters were manufactured 
every year, will have to be closely 
watched and every attempt to place a 
boy at the table for learning the trade 
immediately stopped. The assistance of 
the Business Agents of the Joint Roan! 
in this matter I know will he cheerfully 
given. 
The Waist and Costume cutters in the 
past 2 years 'have made considerable 
progress, advancing the scale of wages 
from $18.00 and $20.00 to $24.00 for 
costume cutters and $22.00 for waist cut-
ters. At the present time all the big firms 
and also a majority of the smaller ones 
are under the control of our Organiza-
tion hut the trade is not yet thoroughly-
organized. There is still a lot of work 
to be done in the Waist trade before the 
Cloak and Suit cutters will he in n pos i -
tion to say that they have cancelled the 
debt they owe the Waist and Costume 
Cutters for the splendid and unselfish 
support during the General Strike. The 
hours must he reduced to at least 50 
hours a week and the wages must be in-
creased to $25.00 or more as the cutting 
in Waist and* Costumes is more compli-
cated than in Cloaks and Skirts. This I 
think can only be accomplished by a 
General Strike in the Waist and Costume 
trade and I have good reasons for be-
lieving that before many months have 
gone by such a strike will be called in 
conjunction with the Ladies' Waist Mak-
ers Union, Local No. 25. 
This in brief has been the history of 
the Union since its beginning. Now as 
to its future policy. The first and most 
important step must be a closer affiliation 
with the Tailors through the Joint Board. 
The Cutters working in the Cloak and 
Skirt trade must admit that the Tailors 
\ 
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are the main people to-day. The days 
when the Cutters were considered the 
Aristocrats of the trade are past. To-
day the cutter is not even considered the 
tfifth wheel of the wagon and unless they 
have the support of the tailors they are 
absolutely powerless to do anything in 
their own behalf. 
The members of Local No. 10 or at 
least those who arc working in the Cloak 
shops will have to submit to taking orders 
from the Joint Board and live up to their 
decisions. I know this will be a bitter 
pill for some of US to swallow, but we 
will be thankful for the medicine later on 
when we will have benefited by it. 
The members who have been opposed to 
affiliation with the Joint Board have only 
done so through fear that we would lose 
our Local Autonomy, but this is not the 
case. It really means that we will be 
living up to Article 12, Section 3 of the 
International Constitution, that a better 
understanding will exist between the cut-
ters and tailors, that the interests of the 
cutters will be looked after the same as 
the tailors are and that our Business 
Agents will work iiand in hand with the 
Officers of the Joint Board. 
The next important step is the sub-divi-
sion of our Local into three branches. 
This will have to be done in order that 
every member should receive the protec-
tion due him. The miscellaneous trades 
composed of waists, costumes, under-
wear and petticoat cutters, should be 
combined in one branch and the cloak 
and skirt cutters should be divided into 
two sections; an uptown and a down-
town branch. All three branches to have 
their own officers, but only one Executive 
Board composed of an equal number of 
delegates from each branch and only one 
Financial Secretary and Treasurer for all 
the three branches. These details can all 
be arranged when the time comes. The 
advantages to be gained from this can 
easily be seen. It will tend to bring 
more members to the meetings, give an 
jportunity for more men to be active in 
the affairs of the Local by becoming offi-
cers of the different branches. It will 
make possible for questions of impor-
tance of any one particular trade to be 
more fully discussed and will give the 
rank and file of the members a better 
chance to express their views on all 
For questions that may come up discussion. 
This plan has been adopted by all tin-
larger Locals in New York, such as Lo-
cals No. I, 9 and 23 and is still in opera-
tion with good results. It will also enable 
us to effect a closer affiliation with the 
Joint Board of" Tailors now that the main 
obstacle, the question of the payment of 
per capita, has been adjusted. With the 
Cloak and Skirt cutters divided into two 
branches, all we will have to do is to pay 
our pro ratio share for the members of 
these two branches. It is now up to the 
members, let us all get together and stick-
to one another and I am positive that 
every individual member of the Local 
will be benefited by it. Let us have in 
mind that We are looking forward to the 
time when cutters will get $30.00 per 
week and work only 48 hours and put 
forth our best efforts to solidify our Or-
ganization. Let the Watchword be 
Unity and Harmony; let every member 
put his shoulder to the wheel and I can 
safely predict that in a very short time 
Local No. 10 will again be the strongest 
Local in the International Ladies* Gar-
ment Workers Union. 
British Trade Union Notes. 
By Ben Turner. 
Mr. William Steadman ex-M. P., the sec-
retary of the Trades Union Congress for 
many years* and an official of the Barge ImiM-
ers' trades union has passed over to the ma-
jority after illness lasting twelve months. 
Me was one of the old brigade of trades un-
ionists. Mr. Duncan arrived too late in Lon-
don to attend the funeral of this chief officer 
of the trades union movement. 
• * * 
Mr. James Duncan, the first vice-president 
of the A. F. of L. has made a tour of tliis 
country, traveling from Liverpool to Scotlam! 
and then to London. He called at the office* 
of the Federation of Trades unions in Lon-
don on August 2nd and along with the secre-
tary, Mr. Applcton, the chairman, Aid Gee. 
and the chairman of the labor party, lien 
Turner, visited the House of Commons where 
he was soon at home with many other heads 
of trade unions, including Mullin, Davis, Bow-
erman, Hardie, Wilkie, Henderson, Macdonald 
and others. He and Mr. O'Grady left for 
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Ituda Pcsth to attend the conference of the 
international trade union Secretariat to be held 
there on the 12th of August. 
• * * 
jjjhc country has heen in one continuous 
^Bte of unrest for a month past now, espe-
cially amongst the transport workers, Tnc 
Seamen at Hull and Liverpool, the Dockers 
and Carriers in Manchester have all com-
menced Wage movements, without funds or 
organization, yet they have succeeded in get-
ting trades union recognition and advances of 
wages of a satisfactory character. They have 
attacked the trades where they could hurt the 
most and win the soonest. Despite military and 
police being brought in to cut them down they 
have won all along the line. There is as I 
write a fierce battle raging in London and 
dockers, car men, lightermen and other trans-
port workers arc out to the number of 100,000. 
Hen Tillett, Harry Gosling, Harry Orbell and 
other officials arc piloting the strike and a 
conciliation hoard has been instituted to settle 
the wages troubles. The men however have 
adopted a very wise and united policy and 
even though a good many sections of 
occupations settled up and had terms arrived 
at, they are still out in sympathy with the 
others who have no^ settled y e t This policy 
paid at Liverpool, Cardiff, Hull and elsewhere. 
It will pay in London. 
* * * 
The Leeds Jewish Tailors ' Union are upon 
both the county and the National Wages 
Hoards. I have heard two complaints only 
al»out the board, one is that the Jewish work-
ers have got above their share of representa-
tion and another is that the local employers 
are trying to put the minimum wage too low. 
These matters will, if correct, rectify them-
selves in time. The unions are benefitting in 
membership by the establishment of these 
boards .for they arc the one avenue through 
which the workers, male and female, are and 
can get their wages improved. The first price 
list made by the board is expected before the 
year is out. 
* * * 
There are at present in England a number 
of Americans who arc making inquiries into 
the cost of manufacture and the sectional 
labor costs of the same. I met three of these 
gentlemen in Amsterdam in June and have 
met others in Manchester, lluddcrsiield and 
Bradford since that time. They represent the 
Tariff board of America. They seem more 
concerned with the Textile industry than any 
other and what they will make of it time 
alone can tell. I hey have >ecn the chief 
trades union officials in both Lancashire and 
Yorkshire and also a number of the leading 
employers and have obtained many useful par-
ticulars. 
*• * * 
The Trades Union Cotigress meets next 
month in Newcastle on Tync and will sit in 
session for a week. Mr. Mullin of the Cot-
ton Workers will preside. There are many of 
the old subjects to discuss, but there is one 
proposal that will create much dies lis s ion, 
namely, the one for the amalgamation of the 
Trades Congress .the Labor Party, and the 
General Federation of trades unions. 
There is a proposal by the textile unions 
and the clothing t rade for the abolition of all 
lines and deductions from workpeople for bad 
work, spoiled work, late coming, breach of dis-
cipline, etc. The promoters hold that it is not 
fair to line people, as the employer is both 
jtulge and jury ami also receives the monies 
from the fines, and that much injustice is done 
in this direction. They hold that the power of 
dismissal is enough and that lining is improper 
and immoral. 
Names and Addresses of Local Secretaries, Business Agents and Headquarters 
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" J k Cloak & Suit Operators—B. Fried, Sec'y.. 
.. i.t9ffi,ce' , 2 1 E- ™th St. 
-. Philadelphia. Pa.. Cloak & Skirt Makers—M. 
Sandler, Sec'y. 1848 Monmouth St.; Max 
Amdur, Organizer. Office. 30 N. 10th St. 
•- Italtiinorr. M«L, Cloakmaker*— D. Cohen. 1000 
« p fc- Baltimore S t 
* ban Francisco Cloak make rs—H. M. Schwartz, 
n M 8 ^ * " 4 3 1 Hickory Ave. 
N
'«X? C l o a k * S u » Tailors—A. Gayer, Sec'y. 
in v °£**' m E- 1 0 t h St N
- c Y l . A m a l - ***- G a r - Cutters—Philip Weiss. 
11 n S e c y . Office. 7 West 21st St. 
II- Itro*nSvilIet * r * Y . . Cloak & Skirt Makers—M. 
Finkelstein.'Sec'y, Office, 1705 Pitkin Ave. 
is. 
Boston. Mas*., Cloak Prcsscrs-
18 Garden St. 
•I). Dntz, Sec'y. 
-S. Laben-ak & Skirt Maker! 
Arthur, West. 
ik Maker*—M. Vampotsky, 
Montreal, Can.. CI 
sohn, IS Prince 
Toronto. Out.. CU 
Kli/aWlh St. 
Philadelphia. Pa.. Ladies' Waist Makers—Pauhni 
Newman, OrgV, Office. KM Pine S t 
St. Louis Mo.. Ladies' Gar. Cutters—Jak< 
Goodman. 4017 Shenandoah Ave. 
N. Y. Reefer Makers—J. Rosen. Sec'y: M 
Leader. Organizer. Office. 01 Delancey St. 
S t Louis, Mo,. Skirt Makers' Union—A. Wax 
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Montreal, Can., Cloak & Suit Cutters—J 
berg, Sec'y, 231 W. Milchclson St. 
N. Y7 Rain Coat Makers—J. Israel, Sec'y 
Cohen, Bus . ,Ag ' t ; Office, 8 E. 17th St. 
Newark, N. J., Lad. Tailors & Cloakmakera—M. 
Bruck, Sec'y; E. Fine, O r g r ; Office, 182 
Pr ince St . 
New H a w n , Conn., Lad. Garment Wo 
Fred Varonick, 128 Washington Ave. 
Y. Skirt Makers—/. Abramsky, Sec'y; 
113 E. 10th S t 
Y. Waist Makers—A. Baroff. Manager 
151 Clinton S t 
Cleveland, Ohio. Cloak make rs—L. J. Feit 







Cleveland. Ohio. Skirtr 
2401 E. 40tb St. 
Passaic, N. J „ Ladic 
Kleinman. Sec'y, 70 
Cleveland, O., Cloak 
Baxt, Sec'y. 27«» E 
Albany. N. Y., Ladies' 
A, Rosenbla t t Sec'y 




-H. Garment Workers— 
E. 10th S t . N. Y. C. 
& Skirt Finishers—Ida 
51st S t 
Tailors & Dressmakers— 
110 Arch S t 
Cloak & Skirt Prcsscrs—II. Corn-











i— Mi Fannie 
•H. Olsteii 368 
Peekskill. NV Y.. Undcrw 
Martin, Sec'y, 118 Grant A 
Atlantic City. N. J.. Ladies' Tail 
Sec'y, 118 1|2 Georgia Ave. 
Baltimore, Md., Ladies' Tailors—Morris Hertz 
b.ich, Sec'y, 11 Mortimer Ave., Arlington 
Baltimore, Md. 
N. Y. Prcsscrs Union—J. Lubinsky, Sec'y 
228 Second Ave. 
Boston, Mass., Ladies* Tailors—I. Paris, 
Office, 8 Lovcring PI. 
Cleveland, O., Prcsscrs—Sam T a u b c r , 
23W E. 37th S t 
N. Y. Ladies* Tailors—D. B 
Office. 43 E. 22nd S t 
N. Y. Petticoat Makers—A. Dlugyn, 
Grattcn St., Brooklyn. N. Y. 
Sprinfield. Mass., Ladies' Tailor*;—II 
Sec'y, 74 Boylston S t 
Brownsville. N. Y.. Wrapper Makers—B. Lchof 
sky, Sec'y; Office, 1727 Pitkin Ave. 
Cleveland. Ohio, Cloak Cutters—J. Chaloupka 
Sec'y, 3452 Kimmel Rd. 
Philadelphia. Pa.. Ladies' Tailors—II 
Sec'y, 800 Walnut S t 
Chicago, III., Cloakmakers—A. Tensley, Sec'y 
Office, 112S Blue Island Ave. 
Syracuse. N. Y.. Dress make 1 
Frank, Sec'y, TOO Almond St 
Denver, Colo., Ladies* T a i l o r s -
Per ry S t 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Ladies'* Garment Cutters—Den-
nis Cronin. Sec'y.. 1715 Madison Ave. 
Boston, Mass., Waist Makers—Fannie Goober-
man, Sec'y j Office," 41 N. Russell St. 
Brownsville, N. , .Y. , Misses & Children's Dress-
makers—S. Ki rshnan , Business Agent; Office, 
140 Belmont Ave. 
Los Angeles. C$1, Ladies' Tai lors—Harry Schott-
land, Sec'y, 35 i |» N. Fremont Ave. 
Philadelphia, Pa.. Cloak & Skirt Cutters—Frank 
Stein, Sec'y, 018 McCIellan S t 
N. Y. Embroiderers ' Union—S. Kalkstein 
308 E. 13th St. 
Philadelphia. I*a., Suit & Waist Make 
Al.rams. Sec'y. 2501 S. Sheridan S t 
Boston, Mass., Cloak & Skirt Makers— M 
men, Sec 'y; Office, 41 N. Russell S t 
Milwaukee, Wis.. Ladies' Garment Workers—I 
Roscnfeld, Sec'y, 538 Eleventh S t 
Troy. N. Y., Ladies' Tailors—V; Smith. Sec'y 
1017 7th S t 
Montreal. Can,, Cloak & Skirt Prcssers—S. La 
benson, Sec'y, 18 Prince Arthur . W e s t 
N. Y. White Goods Workers—M. Litschi t t . Sec'y 
204 Henry £>t 
Cincinnati Cloakmakcrs—Max Weinstein, Sec'y 
740 West Court S t 
Cincinnati Pressors, Sub-Local—A. Bcnnan 
Sec'y, 1032 Wesley Ave. 
N. Y. Buttonhole Makers—A. Steinberg, Sec'y 





















Carmel, N. J . , Ladies ' Garment Workers—F 
Ii.-r.Ur. Sec'y. Carmel, N. J. 
Toledo, O.. Cloak & Skirt Makers—Julii 
garten, Sec'y, 800 Elm S t 
Brownsville, N. Y., Cloak 4 Skirt P 




ZarharofF, 00. Buffalo 
Philadelphia, Pa., Cloak & Skirt Finishc 
Black, Sec'y, 643 N . 6th S t 
Chicago, III., Ladies' Tailors—M. Katrma 
12th S t & Blue Island Ave. 
Brownsville. N. Y., Dressmakers— Lena Kasdin 
Sec'y, care of Rolnick. 365 Dumont Ave. 
Boston, Mass., Amal. Lad. Gar. Cutters—M 
Rabinowich, Sec'y, 621 Harrison Ave. 
Hartford, Conn., Ladies ' Garment Workers—\V\ 
Pearlman, Sec'y, 13 Canton St. 
Worcester, Mass., Cloak & Skirt Makers—Una 
Sher. Sec'y, 81 Water S t 
Chicago. III., Cloak & Skirt Presser*—llyman 
Smilgoft, Sec'y, 630 W. 13th S t 
Boston, Mass., Uni ted Rubber Garment Worker* 
—Rose Myers, 32 Ditson S t , Dorchester. Mast 
S t Louis, Mo., Cloak Operators—Maurice Dan 
xi'ger. Sec'y. 003 North 11th Si-
Bridgeport, Conn., Lad. Tai lors & Dressmakers— 
M. Shapiro, Sec'y. 67 Olive St. 
Cloak & Suit Cutters* Union of Chicago—Paul 
Blescbke, 6551 Claremont Ave. 
Kalamazoo, Mich?) Corset Workers—Joseph 
Wood, 428 So. Burdick St. 
Toronto, Canada, Ladies ' Garment Cutters— 
Chaa. N. Miller, Sec'y, 6 S t Patrick S t 
Boston, Mass., Petticoat Makers Union—Bessie 
Liberty Sec'y. 53 Oswego S t 
Cincinnati, O.. Skirtmakers Union—Emma Hen. 
Sec'y. 620 Riddle Road, Clifton Heights, tin-
cinnali, Ohio. 
Asbury Park, N. 1.. Cloak & Skirt Makers— 
Morris Glantz, 1032 Springwood Ave. 
Savannah, Ga., Ladies' Tailors & Dressmakers— 
N. Goldberg, 511 West York S t 
Boston. Mass.. Childrens' Dress & White Good* 
Workers—Bessie Chansky, Sec'y. 11 Balfour 
S t , Roxbury, Mass. 
Louisville, Ky., Ladies* Garment Workers—Hen 










N . " Y . ; Ladies' Garment Workers-
Morris Brody, 257 Cedar S t 
Worcester. Mass., Whi te Goods Workers-<:oldH 
Margolis. Sec'y, 2 Ash S t 
Toronto, Can.. Cloak & Skirt Pressors Lnion-
Bcn W'olhcndlcr. 25 Cecil S t 
S t Louis, Mo., Alteration Tailors Union—Jacob 
Glickman. Sec'y, n t h & Franklin Ave. 
Chicago. 111.. Skirt Makers Union—Isaac Levin-
son, Sec'y. 123a Washburne Ave. . 
Detroi t Mich., Ladies' Garment Workers Lnion 
— H . Altman, 140 Macomb S t 
Toledo, O., Ladies ' Garment Workers —Cora 
Finnegan, Sec'y, 820 Bush St. , „ , 
Winnipeg, Man., Can.. Ladies* Garment Workers 
A. Geiler, Sec'y, 305 Elgin Ave-
J O I N T B O A R D S A D I S T R I C T C O U N C I L S . 
Joint Board of New York—Louis Gordon. Secretary; ice. 79 Ea»t 10th S t __ 
Joint Board of Philadelphia—Max Amdur; Office. 
:tli North 10th St. -
Joint Board of Boston, Mass.—M. Kurland. Secre-
tary, 31 North Russell St. 
Joint Board of Cincinnati—Miss Emma Beti. Secre-
tary, 620 Riddle Road. Clifton Heights. „ . 
Joint Board of St. Louis—Jacob Glickman, Busmew 
Agent, Fraternal Bldg., n t h & Franklin Ave. 
Joint Board of Cleveland— S. Frankfurth. Secretary. 
2609 East 48th S t 
Joint Board of Baltimore—M. Hertabach. Secretary: 
Office. 1110 East Baltimore S t -
jo in t Board of Albany & Troy—S. Bermon. S e a t 
tary, 59 Rensselaer S t , Albany, N. Y. 
Joint Board of Chicago—S. Har tman, Secretary. 
Office. 1135 Blue Island Ave. _ , .
 e . 
District Council of New York—S. Elstein. Secy. 
Headquarters. 32 Union Square. _ . , 
District Council of Philadelphia—Simon Davidson. 
Sec'y, 5*5 Mifflin St. 
District Council of Toronto—H. R. Barton. 
Labor Temple, 14 Church S t 
Sec'y. 
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 riaw>^njn DP B»O iHMjmjn 
p» pysyc ye ' in ; »*n c-i'7':^;n(j n^a ips^n 
-c K CIKI nwm c i i K i jn i w ]j»t»nB n 
tjra»i cyB'Q»jp-?"iB . i p K n y j Bipoj;3y;cMK 
- ; 'K Dnj»»o^i n isnsinmy i s r w w o^rtsvjr-
.immimya m D?T(< anyj asp» p « tjNjjnjw 
*P ,t»K D(JT ]1K 113 T31K tftybV "1K7 p l« 
I»3»^sDnp n p i n:a*ayis njranM'awnK/Tei: 
PB 'MIS PK 1?2»31V DK.11
 f(TPyi»*B) 1J»»3nU 
:»K B»3*m p»^ o p pH ipspa* jrecj'BSMi n 
.B'THas' I ? 7 : I K 
-;MK jyotiaiu "jjatiw ya:ajDip MIIS n PK 
T " ! " c ys'^acnp n n p ^
 r1j»«3"m i ' t rn 'K 
-:'K H -.H lyaiKinp n^e .ayanynjo n J J » « I 
: ' * : ra IMB iy;»cp i>?si>p ayn ^K:Ky :nya 
"VT" :K ; -K y : » ^cnp « K ' g t y l t f t l " K : lyp'ff is 
=
,,
^K-c;K'SK7»;y;'n$ »n P K lyt^yn is 7iiK p i 
.BTDpyc.MKiyc l p m v a i p ^ n pK 
•;>r»a py7:iK .p iKcr anpi ^ K p ^ I ? 7 ; I K 
^H lycKn i*o pi t , a = n p i p c p r1?** Jjnjni I P 
v "USE ir^'JKniK cyn cpj^j iE ^ l o s y ly ts in 
.a^s y;:e^ p « ; 
f D n ; H p i P i H i a ato 
! •« V T 1 » 3 ' s * D8 
\ 
A' i ^•n^B B ^ H ^•HHMI 
31 -lypntjn Djymw D * T ^ Tjn 
-ye> *i PK |ys3«inyo3iK |ya8o DW Sipo 
D:"5BO$P ( y a w n * |Mrn oy |im ,nys 
nrvK Difli r^8 .iyo"3n8 |ya?jni iflfin?* PE 
,ri8p 58BD$B 8 iya""ic'3$ ,PK i^no BBIKI 
-<38B> "IV^ K "3 VVVVWV2 \VW\ VHP 0*11 
.yo'oip-BStrnBB 
-;$p TWWMID u$ Ti8$a or»e>n H 
nnyfcpjfW^ y3"»y358 jya8o ayr. SipB 
n« DMMK pK r\n& « *?$B «v.x w»3ia 
.nsmys PK 
-3tp *HKPM) w n v i p Diuftfti n 
-nysiyp ya^tsntfB p*p &»a T*K Sips 
PB^-iynyitnyB *nw TIE onyocya M .DS»^ 
•ns$a w$e>n njn "a BTOMNP , i^:v ivn 
ps ,pnv -lyaKs DVIPD n« WIPP "tin PB 
onywopyEUKo H pc "iytDy"iD"iyE "vtv 
.tnp*9aia PB «m p« w?"ira¥Dv 
PK D^ES oyn pn.TB *IMK oyoayBDpy H 
Diyii ,o«an» nyi PB u r a w m "IVT »MK 
nyn PB PK w w ">yi PB ,fyo«nv opyiya 
.{WK'DlfDB 
pit j y p ^ r n s iKDiyctrfise* ny^y* Jill 
.DD-'yoD^D^ "«v PB iyc$:*cyi pK iyo$: 
n8D,38D„ H ?yf»yut;»:yofitnv jy^yn ya?yn 
."ytro$p sstr 
(«p e'j PK c*p ?8 .uww /iyo"3i8 
-8D H pa nyie* J«JJH DUPfeiB PB ttujmya 
"^H ny^K P K c*p .p*J« mynicopyfiu 
• ^ 3 I E nyt trc jyotjnx aauyiiya y^y: 
.cnynwopyBWD 1 J1H Dtp 
iya$n nrrK byii ,iy?MOW ^ t Dtp pm 
oy WM ; o^pa^on^wsiyB H iystpD w 
oyi jyanp inm D W ,afwiy IK iya$n ^ T 
.tDnyip 
]y:yp"iy:s w D«V n jyrnpya PK own 
T'K "i8B lynaya o$n |jpjp iy^« D$U ,DIP, 
« jyaijn 5**#r jysyf1 "iy"« T» ,iy38D iv DIK 
.nonxm T^ K tr; iy3f»yn 
• -
-sin D^ns >?y3 n jyB^yn p« nya^i i p ^ 
yny^r iv iyt"ny3 lyo^mu n jy^r 
iinyi$B nij: ou jyjyp »t| T» ,CT»2 »5n 
p« ,oyn PB b"pan3jnwu n \vr\vowm 
-DIM D^T D^y l^^ DpyB :^8o n jyfiJyn \tfvw 
,D'na ^ya yny^K PB D , ,?: ,n DiynijB 
nynne nyatj
 r1»0«anj njnna viy^x i« 
• r ^« TT I121 °y QnyryE ,p« pe 
j y o D u n 7 y D » T j> a* j " n 
• l U n o e n c] n w T 
.B8B' PK tTJ »P1DD 
•*IW|9B 1'BMK oycoyo VP By cjonwi 
I'BMK ?KE3^ pK iyB"B I«P tS^ 3 DBimi 
.B8C pK B^ DCy 
oyjyfi^ is pfi DBI^ n8B D^J «pt opyii? 
.lyooapg 
PK BD$5-?ya DIV Dayn^anv D^ a D"ai« 
isnay^a D1: T ' « ?*I Krt n TK
 F*IMK DDM 
nya^ K jyajyn Sip oa^ n TK ,any? .jyriK -
.yv»5a nyprJ iy"« 
ovn in*K |Jh1 ,I"K SV&tt a y Tt or:: 
.D"318 "«n "3 
"iyB pK D^3 tf'jfie ^ya^K D^3 Din s^ 
iminRNin nyi lyjysy is 12^ 3 tDoyaiys 
.»y5^D PB DM1* my: -irr« ; r 
n8B i:yn yny^K iJftPUll is tr3 tDoyaiys 
.D"3"8 "lyT "«- PK 
yny^K "i8B iynyn:8 |*v D^ 3 DO"?3 
.ixny>nw 
.1^183 pK ""« 
nn^ K o*n ,68^ PK C J "IKT |»p mno 
nyiv lyiyo^y yny^K t8
 fD?ipiya m &W 
,v\nv nrrK T8 inyr jy^t njnr? 
iwritffl Mptrnja D*T^ IJTT 80 
"0%% * l T8STSffiJJB JTBWKD flK j n p l 
•«t nya'K .jy^uyn i * D3"5 PK ->82D3n pn 
wj*wtt IE * 1 WSWl »D:"D p r u n i n p r a 
i-.D 58B pK.nnyn oaMnaw i*a p i *D «i TK 
-n ivJ^t-^ysVB' H p« T» ,Dnyt .ny^a 
-lyD-gwfya^n D$» ,yo"^ ?M*DW r-uyoe* 
• D i ^ W H D>D pvoya is syDa^ss 
.nnsayj pa 58a p« p f t ro 
<ns pn pno !yK"D PK paywo n (5 
. p a a w n s iy^D 
pn DO 5*o3"P P I * D lyvno n (6 
tyjyp DO " t ftp po T8 ,iyD^ciya *WK 
.pjyay 
n PK pDipny& pn no m o w (7 
•nyeyt? 
DW p»t jyno lyeyno PK o^n H (8 
,r03^ DO MT8 |« ! PHD "lysytT H (9 
-yj iyciKT DO ^ t t»*5 ya^oorp p*p T8 
J $ D I'a-in iynyn oama 
nna iyn PK pna DWfwni y?» (10 
.pnyn o:yDyy3 D"*O$D'D PK 
DI&#B PK WJ^^D H /ujm n (11 
.]"~\ \"i pno oy^^D PK B8t? no 
p*«) "ly^yo V B DoyS^ta vnruttva (12 
D*O put) imvn "i^ D tin (25 yny i8a D*O 
.(15 yiy1 i«s 
-sm pvunwa DO -I$D fceaif p*p (13 
WftfBCNf nnB-ny»B .- i t^a I'EMK p i 
tro lyo"? j m a po pa^pyao^K ,o^n 
1*? w i ,5ypjn oyjyay^a 8 D*D pit *p5a 
.686? |jny* p« jyj'Bya 
V/intM 8 tya$n no BKB> iyny< (14 
.lyj^P PK UTDKBBMM pjHjyDSP 
'Vi J$D n v pno MV^Utt *1 (15 
.nyDKBB^ K Din po from DJ4P 
-"*» tyraya TT 5»t B8t? p w p* (16 
DD'D liK DP^D-SPKII
 fiya'Dij8n ,-^DDyp 
.jjnMKnva* T * pany* DUD 
""5p n "jyjjynivB^K jyaaiDanj^K (17 
Dan tt'DVn y^yvyBD PK nyayo H po -iyn 
•UPllfi 18B 
» rva^n iyjnyD»an» PK hytt«ai» n 
•y: n^ na »5jra jny^r po }jnj?T8D iv oayn 
» oajn D^T jya^n nya^ o^na ^ya n 
•jtjp n^D^sD iit^ in8i#a u r ^ n n 
•DH^K DIMPD'PK DID ,pit#rp t y i ?'K ?lj"lt5 
pit?1 VJ PK iyn^nya en*nHPiV r K ' "^ 
v~\nm PK ynyan unn^Diw^K pyiiv I'trs 
. i" i t3 PK nyD"a"iK n ngo "iysy^' 
-jyj"K yDDi'DaMi D^T TSK D^mjwya 
-*vj"K nyi ?'K D"rruitpi .iy^;yo |io Dine 
.ovnya "lyo^anK i j n D«n . ^ D ' E ^ P iy : 
o^ ny oijn u i iy j DO PK ny8"3iv i j n jyv. 
"182 DO PK n»3fr5W I"58B DO HDiyn p'P 
**I i»fi IV-8-SOK >Tc:^r"r, H JIB yr^« 
.nycMai8 
,jnyr en8i iyD"3i8 "uny* D n^ n«o Dij 
PK vi:im fjnyii Din^By33"K iv^r oy otp 
•y5ajna 8 iyayj I « K DVV; D^I .nyBye* xnyan 
Ijnyn Diy«y?nyB > t^ iyay? ny^K TK ,D«P 
.pnyii DX^ya ?IJT "unya iy«K PK 
-3MV 8 inyt D^y^E^ j»8?B-D»"ai« i y i 
H | IB D'vruwa PK ww? PK y>^i vvu 
nyi D"ijyED ,r8?E-DD,,ai8 PK .nyD"3i8 
Wiv*? pn ,iyay> PM pa ?yom 8 nyD"an« 
ajipn^i "iyi "iyDJiK jy:^r D^manyj p»i PK 
pa ,D"myanny"B i j n pa .wiw nyi pa 
i»j'tMjm PK DBtf l y i PE
 r3jiDa">ya i j n 
0 "1 PK 3J83D1K ;yi8D08D DJH |1B PK {%& 
.BW PK &"p3'9 
8 jyayn ^ t sytr ny^K r» ,BnyigB 
c r y r n njn pa n^p^B'-c-iyc jy-isnosc 
T8 , I W T pM in^K ojyp D^^oyn •uj; 
.inE^y^E PK pn ,ro3'v PK BKC iy^K 
-DMK ?y:"t D5n yi8D08D mmftfB H 
THNP D3*»ipn nyi I^ E invnin o^anuy; 
pa lyEyc n i8B ^ I D J ^ P HKDOKD ««J 
.
aT"lD<aDp1|0P 
! pnn^Bwann D^T oa^yn 
.0 <7 n y n y t J l K 
nyn lynyiys qiwr nyc^anw njny^ 
rsmrpflmv 
ly^^ aya DO T» IV"I»#D lysys? vw (1 
."lyr^n yoonyojiK p« Diy^yD pn 
•ny^a iyat#n ;yno "lysyy y>« (2 
.DB^poy 
jyno Di-iBp-Dnpyny^a yiyt^K (3 
liyvy^E ynsaoan PK iy3;8ny3DMK p*t 
PK fW'Bya T ' Ww DiyojnyDWi (4 
-8B8"iy,,a y^^cya PK "lysy^ yiy:y^p H 
jyrava i n jytw "1 .y-iyDyo H p« iyD8"i 
5ifD y^8 iyBi8i ,nr . lyunomv *i ryay> 
\ 
2'J ngpnyn sayo-iBa DH«* njn 
Dipl tf>8 Dipmyc iya*n D1: O>$T in '* 
o$n D '^v yoqinyo n .fyajpfiwi o$n "in-K 
«*l >rB MTK >$D 'MIX WnoyiOMH "KVK 
(Mm D'lyDID 1 W pfi .D?8HW HrHll 
0*3 PK Dip .!y38?3$ b'3 V* n , T * DlflW 
yaipe ycyis$ is MI 0*3 inyo vx'o .npiv 
jyoasioya oy fine "IIVK .o^woaynya ix 
i8 — T1« p 0 n p n "fto D$M ain 8 m 
8 imntyyjDMK iy o$n M?8 inayijfl 
D.TK o$n p« |yj8ow«MK PK ,pyco 
,DMC m»H *IMK 03y:>y3pyii8 
T8„ ,03yiay3 ny oyn ","iyan itl'K o>n„ 
*?t«t auW tahi oip 
•T« 5$t MI juya MI ".nyo rac*B» 
Mtf iyp38i 
o$n ",!"« toya *p* ,O*3 TO t3p38"i* 
inyi TO oaso Dtp,, .lyjjpipynya'K WH 
•iyc ,3i:ya |"i o n Dtp .pa T « p*Jp MI 
e m Bifli PK .nyoio "iy"« 183 ,TK n i w 
"?l$no nrPK 
o*3
 rpy^ 'tD J'BMK opipyaiyo3n8 ot$n M 
.o3yo$o 8 n8D 3H3nystD:y 
-iy B*n *?v? -i8s r8>B 8 "W* oip„ 
.D3ynDy3 nyD»ii 
j*a$*»"5j oiyeoiyys n o$n ",K\, 
.Y&n 8 a$n «p* ,«' ,n* .r8>B 8 a*n v«» 
p*o lyayn ontfin limya i$3 pa T « 
VWna 
iy?y^ ya ny otp "lyoyB^ 3yo »nw tro 
njya* IK pit UWDU 'vn PB WD cyn 
ynawnv KPMWIWJ *I i w ? ,33io"v 
IIK jyoyvipB-oa ,v$vtrvmm lis Dy^ 3> 
DIP iy^v^p n oan iyo yaftm D*O ,oyo>n 
.mp^ais 
ypiyE8i3^3yDD 8 Sinna 8 pa TupoD3?yt„ 
*nyc— ,13*^ 3 cyor PK b"3ntf*W9MM 
".t^ns ya**pyw »i enyaya »i 
PK nyo:iK .^ysyp Dip ||rtm PK Dip 




"T3„ PB BHT* 
nyoyi» nyj«5»p -I.TK p« jyjicya vt •» 
.VWWVP p« TQTirwb pn o»o Mtrm« 
-y3 DH*K "i8D tD*n JOSJW ,iyt31Q in'« 
,iy3Mvy3pmv n>*a ^M oyn
 fTrm n D;;-^ 
nyjKpnjto* y?8 M3 ?'« lya^otr ijn "v 
VCIM« jyonyj "lyoayD injr«t jyv,
 ronyt3« 
-j"Cin8M Dvn n ,iny? ix DH'K irrynbn 
.D'Dtj pK -VVK iyBi8i »M T8 t3:yay-,y; rr 
[BO nyaar nyn Di^ n \ t fyn P '>«IB, 
nyi Dj«n n^ o tD»n I^DVJ .TI . .oayns 
-y: v$n inw .p^m* ny"« (yajni o?nyy 
0*n pK 338? MTK D'fl* iy?31K PK D'^K 
T8 DIJT ,yDD3yn ya^yrs oyoD">y3 run 
jyanya \x ^H &*om& H prowya TD aiyn 
o:ypy3 0^ 3 DITK ?yt3^M "l^ D aM« |nyt [IK 
" i ^n 8^D I^HD oysp 
8 "lyDMR fi*) 8^T p*P 338>iyS T*« 
p^"iD oijn ",iyD"ai8 ix D"n3yay?y3 
ooayn T^K D^M TK„ ,D3^ ?y3 O^SP Dt»jm 
iy:yp T O D>#T in^w pni jy iw -i8np:j<-
".y^yD^ ys'nynna pna iy;y: 
liVK T8 ,D38JTy3 TO D^ H pfDI'J .n% 
".itjno DS3 D"an« ya^yrs inyo tjnijo 
Unymn "iya« no VH ,oy D"ii T*» 
1$3 lyo^ais I*D or^^ ,n5ya ?yo*3B ^^; 
.iyDyay3 n otjn M-»D838o IT iy"^ Miw » 
03$iy3 iy o^n M^rib D'j Dip IVP T * . 
nyo 8 Bfti'Hn IM DJipi T»» jywpwwp 
ooayn jyiiya nyaij \v^4\\ IMD ."iy:r: 
"83^0 ""IT 18B iy5n»VWD>l« «|"M iV"^"^V 
-3ij oy oyn ih'H aMK ,ov'8 o^8ny3 rye 
",nyo^o iy^K ay^iv oy oino — tyorw 
T8 snjypiyoya
 fovyry3iv ^ l W» "iv c^" 
in'« aMK pR„ .penin !y3ijrau TT >*" •' 
n m nm AW « D^« BttamoBi D^ ^"' 
wm in^K pm ,|y^n^vpn^v iy3yp TJW DP 
-.jyayp -i: 
•^0 Din D8H M,iyony33^ ou oy \v?'?„ 
T8 ,D"11 T» DV1Vtt« »D8I3385 D3«iy3 >>'" 
".ly^n^vpmx ?y3yp e u ^o3^p oy Sjni T* 
*ya 180 "iyj3r nyn mpi ",o5yn p^*iD, 
T318 18D 0"3"18y3 D8JH WK« ,0D3"iy t:;«: 
IP083V3 i^B yovy? H r^ a pM inir ,vn 
•D3yMnoiys PK yooya >T jyiiys m*n D«I 
.DnyD8*i3^ 3yoD xnyt3iN y^ »8 pfi WDOTIW 
Dfn latftt iy3>V3"K p»p jmiya o*: r'K'c 
Tpjrujn Myonw on*? iy*r 
pe mM w ns rpmmw *i 
(flw*fett oyn CMK) .ys^ps) 
IP w « VK 3$n e>"X jnrmp 8 i8B„ , ^ D 
ten ?M 'P1"11* 1^ 085*0 I $ B » c o jam 
frtyo &fa |VP n t8 ,iwyj3"K i:>83 lys* 
Mvwn &"W2 
' \yw\ 13^3 bjni n T8 in** D3"D„ 
<-- lyitt "lis 8 p« n« ,v« win M?8„ |y eyii iyaay^ .TM tV3y~i ,Qii8 iyt3838D 
nymtD 8 V?PVn PM'D *lVBnyj D*J iya»i 
ttsio 8 iyttfsnyaoMK o$n n .>8B "va 
ram aayisya TO o**n n .ivatj^ 8 iyi$ 
PM ttttfll H 1811 ,|jrfnij PD?8 18E D"H 8 
nynyD covii n fyii ,iy3ya3"iK o:ypw 
".rr«i H 
pn'VUV tn$£ n pjni Diftil ny3K„ 
"V wno 
te,i T * •IWM 3B»D M DVT BWrtl TO 
p s 18B OSMOKOM 18 DTiayaijpyi "WR |yi .0D8By:DMK ou lyivn »» INU
 vpmiB 
ntfcfi oiyuin Vfi DD$P D I $ I iyoip:"i8 
nynyaaMM ii8 Da?8Dya T O ohfn n iyu 
l>3Mny338 IIPM 3$n TM m i>«a iyo"3i8 
jyny: T^ayo IB>EK oJ*n ;itfh«nva 
T>PTii PM'D , |Hw wrM lyuyosn 
rn O'D ovyiyjDi^B "»y D$n — ",nBin 
"318 cvDD^DTjyrpjijp yawftfmta n # 
w r a o y38B3"M ons *n imnro n o»o 
(21811 181 UK ,DMM Tt |yO"31K "T P3 
".IWiwtRNb I'BMK DMI8 "i iyo 
.oo^8%x<o 8 ivuya PM ipn'i •ti 
rD^8owmpTS p*p oo PM osvcya 8„ 
roBmfa iyo,r ro3 r^y3 i8D "lyaav nyi o$n 
fins o5»ii ptfMTB ni ypiycsna^yoD 8 
1*15 8 0"318 WM I1Q IDD8D IVO Ml 338t> 
Viy33v5> ou njra* »o»u 
a w e n yp8o iyo *n«n i8Diyn„ 
ftT»i, ,I(#DPUT njn tDa^ tya o$n * fnnw 
up o»tJ iyin^D iv *pi ^ y o ou PK oy 
W^3 jnjn:«^xn:8ny3) r » t y a y : y n ^ ^ a 
I38nw i n |y5*i "t Dw:fetfnyB n MI iyt* 
[:yy: vx asunii ya^oa^n n nyi"8 , 0 ^ 
".tanyi 
pw lyoianyD Tt »$n ^yn"o DIJT 
•unaiKiiciyD T^ K IIK DWIVO^T 
2yT^83 DIJT PD 0*3 D"U TK» 
iva*. ,D:^ tya IBD nyaav iyn tNjn ,"y y T y a 
m 5yi"o D8T .ixnyn i^ ntDya no o$noy 
«yo0 PR ,nnij^  «m D^3"i8ya taw IKB |v:sn TO town nnyo oay^nyo n o^n 
".o^nijvya o«x yva«a n "in^ K 
psnyaoMH ^y Dijn D^DIJ PK anayoip 
CKi i3yaK lya^ytDin w jw ojmu UPM 
"W^^  iyoyrya t'K i r o iyiyaa^K nyn 
Tt PK SrnoB' i^r pa |ny5 njn [^  DISE^ 
iya:8ayai^D T^ K D(#H y^iE&rya DIV D-.ynyaiv 
iyi PM oysy priwa I ^ ' D .cn>« nyejM 
jyp:yn D38nya DH^ K o#n D^n ?ip D'?yi,,o 
ny o«n iyu?8nya p« j|W»5 oa*t »? rs 
.^yi"D T^jyi«? IK 18E KpH liTK 
,DD^8,vyEo 8 ps o>yia«ny3 iyn T « » 
jyvi
 #5»c y?8 MI o« ntn UP;:B o«3in n 
".lyoyi ?yD*28 iyrn jyaMK y:"0 
•yj taijpi Dcy^ -yj ps iynvD^~^5 iyT 
.ary3"c^ 
opaiB D"3n« n i^no ojyp I.TK iyu„ 
DDIP„ ,oa^rya iy oifn '* t^#o y?8 MI oia M:K 
,y?yuc» H jyaya T 1 * >W I»K ii8 pnw 
",D?yn pi>»ns 
*IMK ynyatno n inyrya D»a o^n ny 
-iys Dijn M IVM ^yrna iy- |ID DUB ay-
•:'K iyi pw r^ 8 n82"yi ; o'c^ cyi iytij? 
,D8TpiyoBMK myo IVVM »mw MVMW 
iy-i ,iyp3^3r 8 n#a w imiya T^K iy 
^ : D^X pip ^ : D8jn ny pw ,»mns» ljnyjj'M 
iyn,Djnyo:,K"iyQ iv pnsoe' w ^ i ounya 
•=i^ 3yo .ya^n o^8 "»yi p« lyeyonyc p« 
•:8ny; nyoyfit? MT8 oy iy oyn oyn ayij« 18 
,"iKE"y-i jyr.ys oy VK ICEK "iy"(j .Dt»yn 
T^nynyanyoMK |K t'« ?yn"D Dip c^n 
D8i t8 ,?t ny D8n D38ioya .jyiiya yanyr 
cn^ K D n^ D^II o"P3*5»3yo y:'1"! fynya PK 
H ,pn o^ a ^8^ oy MI -.$; .oaynys iviyi 
[ya"? iytD8no yocya yiyr;iK i8B fiwotfO 
...DnyD:8^BiyE y:-.$v i^psoBif 
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.D3$e»i:$p j/pw pD pR o»:n*-|*'3P 
»3*HMy PR ! 5y3"5 tpfti oyn D"iynifB 
"^ 8n Dyvi
 ft3"^ -Dy3t^ 3 H D1© iy5>n38n IX 1?T 
.yi8811 WOV |"P D^3 jyo 
cyi D^a lyoipys Kftni ony3""ipD3iD 
•yawn PR \yp*mt onijD t^ iy5»t ^Bmci 
lyoifa iy"i ta^o TIRRP ^RtaoijB 8 D^DI^  5RI 
TT onjJnyD .jyaynB'ya T ^ H bjmu PR 
- -• ' - .D'D3 t)MR M 
*3 B»W TJTT »« 
isniva T^ R t)Rtt5lijn iyn .25 t*i?a lya'onRB 
n Dyi 38D 8 mona tnsn^n 12 pe t» 
ps ,1050 »IMR IBDD cyi onyay^piyc j^av 
-y^piyD i f at' n Dijn naiD^ 8 lyoBys? 60 
.40 PJMR "IBDS nxn oiy: 
,D'nayta'ya lyns^a mnn D n^3 *5ya n 
n*iR D"3i8 H tanyay^p-iys oipi W3r n TR 
pn8Dtr ryiiya T^ R D^T .oayxtpe 50 yvasa 
iyp ly-iyD'* ytaavonin n pe .jys'nDiya^R 
|1B niSa jyiiya r'R nayvijiB nyn T8 inyr iyo 
D38"ioy3 DI*T iy3«n nyta"3i8 n ^5 P3 16 
D^n lynnfi .Daniya |yDD3*D3Mi oyn n8D 
lyn "3 Daipya PR tyanoya MTU »T tyo 
imrMiv 3«ta lyvasa 8 iyay^c «i t8 ta"3i8 
nye MTU tD3B3 "3 ta^n^ya TT ty3$n "t PR 
nnyo «T |y3$n D?8 inijN 40 i*#3 T8 onyDBD 
n lyoa^R .iyo"3"i8 iv tasnya D'a ns p'p 
5yDs3B oaypya »T jyaun lysaiaanys w 
.tyoynow lynD 
H tDBB y^an^  Dt$n i^^ar n ,Dayom 
8 tynya vx aj8^ tjrinif^  .oyoD^D taPBtoaijp 
•aiR tanoya oyn "iyD"3"i8 "tyiy1 DIJI ,m$v 
"ijn 3Hay3,i^ny ,DPB"ID:$P 8 lya^i^iyta 
3y» jnyx i8B lyaSuniva*^ yasED^p 
-vy TX "lyta^B oyi anayaaMiv PR nn^ar 
"3 TR 1901 PR .0*8*3 lyafi "i^v jya 
-y3 P381P w p pM iy»"3iu H PD nya^R 
o5ipiya D'3 on'R y*:8Eoijp H D«n
 runuii 
H jin^aiy yayo^nyaa^R ya^r fjnnypoiR 
po»rB 8 i8E D^n'oya DJJT jys^n -iyo"3nR 
.P^IDD PR D*VIU D»3 iy*tr jy3"T pR r&w 
.Dsta»3 t'ytrysD 
y^8 DRTp-iyCEMR ^ 0 8 1^ 3 tV38t) TO 
-n8a DIPV5 ">yn PD Diyaoyo PR onyo^D* 
ayo ,iy3cyc VP t8 rW'3v DIVPUPT o:yo 
03^3jny3 D^ 3 T'R
 r iy^3D*0 8 33*5 Ml pM i y 
-*c"anyDrR iyn\» PE D'Dyaya'fyoMo n iv 
-y-\V) D'a VT tatjtn n^Jae'o iyryn SMR ,^ 83 
PR i*K»ayii3*p lyovy^ oyn o:n onnoD^n 
50 PD yo nfp*nDD*vron i"i D n^*vy33^ R 
.oayo 
•*T 100 PR 50 PE DD'Ey;y3 jy5n*VDMR 
Di5»ya ixn ,&"P3*3"5P I"PD»3 t'R yam*5 
firtW D'nyasij m lyvmuvp iyovy> PD 
H .0^1 yD 8^ H IV V8T1V 8 PR D*T "^11 
iy"t »5n*«M"R o*3 w |ya*n D*ll ,*t^8 
-ya e*3 WO*T*B |y3"T jm w^nDD'^nsn 
.ta*Dy3y3"|yDMD p'p iv D3'e3yT 
"typwi B}J»IW pn»$ njn 
M .jyainaya 0-3 PK lyanoiyfi o>a -tfyo pe 
*p*9i Di^ n *t iya* ,nonte H D^y'BenyD Dip 
-»iw i n ' * .lrofiinp w n « IP^OST tyoiaya 
iyo»n yayiy'BnyB H p« onyotpys D"pan 
. I « I D i n pK iy&"3i8 K0VU WWW |W 
i n «pnyo» p« in DOPKII y?"^ lya^p^a 
i y c no iyo"3 i8 |ypnw n n w pc 5n*By3 
pit -pms ran p« Dyoa tyj irvw yijrtjpr 
Mm ,DirrBy33in tDU B$$Djn D$n n D W 
.lyirroain iyoyBe> i y i $ iynnu »l 
H D* I I jya^v iv iya*K raw D3"?»3 oy 
PM 1"1D l i n 18B l^ ntsyjDMK &$n h t w 
pa ya»f» H oiyoyaiyc o$n n »*in MI WW 
' /iy&"318 H 
•*a»n* lyiwa jya^t iy&"ai8 n itjcya 
-tasyuw |yroi lyiaias? y i y n jya"? DIM 
iyo'K 0' : lyoip mens n m nw .a^oyo 
n tyay5>B ,D"v iya"5a p« ypD8* p« pn« 
pn jyayn Dim iyoipa"i8 ryoisi iyo"3i8 
« i ,10 r 3 lyomu ftfDDfitf pit nno i n 
1 8 BftDVW Vt o$n fyc i y i " K ,12 pK 
• w t » > i y i IKB »i lyay^D T ^ T D S : .|yo"3 
|ya$n oyi n n * .D^n$vV3 lyanp »o &"V 
cyst? pa iy3"^3iyo onoya 58B*8?8 PM " t 
D*J J*t oy ,D"3i8 yva8a n wriay PK 
my* IKB >«m .lyyivD vw i»«?si»Ht 
0383 iya'K jya^aya PK ot^ii nona yanyayS 
.03yo 50 iv^n^v onoyi *JMO¥P H Din 
pi8DB> ttfrpoya y\ D*n iipai* * i *h T * MTK 
"3ioc yjyan tDiyitjcya T 1 ^ n gipi ,)uya 
P " I D D 8 iv lyoipya D'a mm* PK oy .iin 
D'avp H ?yaip t|*5nay .yasiD lyn lya^K 
-*yayi Din'Dyaa^K ?y3^n PM jysyayaa^a 
w: 3^«n f a oayai^o 7 pu ,ryiaita^ ya^oyo 
hvntff yoonoiK r iJ t t twa i f ,Diaya« 5 
j ^ l i i n Dfll | y a n w y"ijna« jycnv 
iy*c t» .oayo^iy ,jynya VH DDBoypiy o«n 
-"3 i8 H ty^r D^ sitD D^O^ ys^vytya H po 
inyo ta^ a Din ,DJJto^ 1V . " i e jyai^n iyc 
oyoaitftfya 5*t mans ^n«v yp^nya- g pe 
.o^3i» f inaio^ lO pc aip 8 p« fpiyn 
yoniya t> |yaijn yiaioc « mona 30 tD«ee»ai^  
•Si oayoya fiwfi , * iybtei? r m r . ! r m 
p»3 pM tyS*t fyt 'ns ycoay^p H TS ,a;r.jr 
'11 Mrs p« ; xnaitac 8 oayo 20 pa w a y r 
lyiyn o5#im BJ3 peiy i iya«n D'n3 'Jys n 
Smyaytpn K tDiy^piy ppir n L^ N-
.P"TM 
pinoo o n IK I iyo^3in n jys^n i y i " ^ 
-18 ^"no 8 D*fn oyi ay^iv j n i ^ y s 
yjiseoyp H Dijii%|y38D y iyus pc iyo" : 
nyo »H o^yiasnya iy3«n Da^Dsycys oijn 
-nyaiye iv B3^my33"« tya$n pK iynor 
lyafcjn osypo n T8 a^ oayp ,iyoiy yiy»n iy^ 
PK anayo"3i8 .tDaas^ ya D*: ffw pv « 
-ijn ,jyaji5"nD38 yayiycnyo pn oypc8' n 
lyts'aya i y i pK nyn» 8 D8nya n^ asn " t |ys 
H pDlfn 0"318 yDDIJIB H 18E ,d"318 
pK iyaya PK jysna lyouyarng Dy*a8Btw 
,|jnif»iya lysijiaya P^IDD i y i vx MI« 
oaypya Diyp^itDD n iya^ DIJI lya^n »n 
? jysnJiy 
- iync i y i iynya TK P^IIDD i y i ,nt« 
iyaicyaD8DE» vx oy^ni Dijn DI^ 1 lyooa^ 
.syp H iyayi3 p*p ,ay^ya VP .$WV PK 
oy Dipi i8Biy i pmn t^ K D^ I t8 Ttow 
o^ a iyayi3-p"iDD y^y;ij'DyEijis |«p jy:M: 
n Dipi Dy^« i^noya D«n w a r n .nniya 
-ya i n !V3$n lyin^c n lya* .vwv: tat?-
-oay:iK yo8o yo^ia 8 t ro iy^i:8n iv D»n 
-jy^ yayiy^iys pc lyoasia^o'K yo^yp'v 
- ; ip iv i^ayoaiK iynya TSK oy ya?yn ,"un 
H : fypayiya iv ^KID T^ K IKT p«n .pn^ino 
oaayitD^yaaif ^ i P^IDD oyi D'D D»n w*:^ 
-18 yoDflmy'3 n ps ya8^ n ryiyDysiys: w 
.•K Dip T8 Da$rya lynaija o»?n |yc . lye" : 
-ay^TK yD^P3*pnyo« pfi P^IDD 8 \vm 
$\mv\ ps na^o^ jyayi^D PK lyco^i ,*»jn 
I^D ^1 .lyDasia^D^K yiyias PK typiP^B 
v^ i yo"3 i8 y3^yt8 w l D»a t'K lyo^r 
5^1011 i'?3W«wj iya"t »»t .pnn^wiu 
D'aic ony i f i yE"KyB«i"K yiyiaK "»sn$ 
" t lya^n o^n i y i PK DW ,ia8D^ jyooaiy 
C3i8ya PK 3$D « oayo 18 ISTBK oay'TiyE 
iy i i^ 16 i j i jyanp "? jyn .nyc 14'ixn^ 12 
8 " t 18Q DIJI ^*n PK yiaioc 8 oayo 18 
"T pc y?y»D iyawi DSuwyw * * T W * 
.«IID l'P3 jyasot^ ya PK op^iDDyai:'-
58D j "p i8B njRni n oyn hffiain nn 
-iyp-i$Ti ojyo-w on*? nyi 22 
•«3 s OPMI iy .D"3i8 "Bui D>ys*nyE 
1884 p« .lyo^KBe* p'3-m,7tr H PB ^ystr 
800 D3*oi8Ey33* iyttf8BE> nntr 5 iy3*n 
L^ soyaDMK o*n o*i .fyiaios? 10 pK morn 
1894 pK .yi;iB5? 8 183 jyiy' IKE mom 16 
;y3<oi8E3* o;ypy3 iyttf8Bi? nne> 4 iy3*n 
•DMK B*?l D*1 .}VWV 10 PK 7110.13 1200 
.y-i:iw 8 i8o \mv* IKE mom 30 03Koy3 
ivstjn iyo"3i8 H T« jy3«o i*i iyo fyp 
nya* PK D*I ! oyB>n"M yiysyn jy3*ipya 
tym oycrrMi yiy^n ,omypiyE .myo 8 
1SS4 p« un*n "t nys .oiyay^piyE iin*ny3 
P« "i iy3*n ,yi3ioc K oayo 45 iw^ipya 
D^I .yi;ioc 8 ojyD 40 ptf3 lyjtppw 1894 
\$-oy: oy^BQ*? D<3¥p H iy3*n yn^yt 
,iyo*>3i8 yriya^K H D^O 
;yp D'nn ^ya yiayo^ia^K yjMT8 s^o 
o*n iyo"3i8 n "3 ?8 iyiyi3iKii iu iyo 
iyjyj lymDD^D pK isrn 8 tf>ypMiD3y iu 
iyi;vB n T8 pnyiJiNn i n iyo TPP ?"? 
iy^t *IMK iyt*5iyB iv^vn o': i n [y5*r 
?3*nx "iy"T iyi* tn*n 
15 iyo"3i8 n iy3*n ,e:*oiyi pw MI 
•yi iy3*oiyi oi*oy3 o*3 138383*3 in*' 
n |WMI trMf iyi IVU'K .* |*w„ oi*n 
-8Pii3 PK nyroDyo ,iya"i iyi*ny3 D^YP 
ys^anyiw p'p |yny: o*: ptt«t D*I .iyo 
oyi lynyoenyB iyry5 yt!»vK MI ,D'3*P 
iyD38pn28B K>"5B iyi*ny3 jyj"! *n .DI*M 
3'i3yr5*iD3*p ,38&t?D8o ryoMi3 8 *IMK 
JPB"'5D "5iy5s pe i ^ i o iy*:83 oyi 
H iyi"K .lyo^a iy i |1K 5*n ,BtmKM 
^ya H ivn^n PIKDB> iyi*ny3 PK W J V 
yYiKw 8 oinujy33"K 08ny3 IMK o*na 
jyi*uy3 |y3"i Diyaoyo ya^oyno pK OD^ 
.OTD*P'*3 
•f$ny^ny£> tayn mt tv *n Dtfll -I«B 
tyn ,1901 PK iy3KOB>y3 IKT H T'K Mt8 
"•nyaDM"i8 5*0 put D ^ lynijn iyt3"3n8 *1 
^ys n ys^yn n^K ,D3«o ytDiu^83ii* |8 iyt 
c^n 1904 P3 .D3^ya DU -^t jya^n D^ns 
-lyc PK iyaanynijD rtyvvvi 5-8P^ nyny1 
n^ow .ipi iKD D'n3 ^y3 H ts'D D>yi;8n 
•yiDia iynyn onoya i8D3« iyny tDj^ n T$ 
1904 PK ny38 .onyo'Dij DBMH n |)B lyo^n 
OD '^T'nB 8 t3"318y3DMK I^^P *1 O^ H 
'«s 8 tD^yo^yj oijn pn nyo"3n8 y^8 n8E 
3$ iyrtri8B PK iyo38^ r.yo"3-8 ono 
D^i .3*D 8 nions 1050 pB "inys D'3 
y3ny3y5- ivteov H PB " t lyonyj "T ,dD"n 
-31E»y33l^  J'DISB PK DP'B IV »? ly^D^ |1K 
iyftyp-r^« H PK B"^B H jyo^Env PK iyi 
."iy^yp "in;ny3 8 PK ?ys n PK 
-o^B'onn ^y^E'n \$no pip t< DX'K I ^ I J > 
Dytrrpni DiytD"3"i8 H iyBy"iDy2 oy •?$ 
?8 jypaynya *n8T |yo .l is m u v 8T« IKE 
p^ryo nyi TK PK i""io-i»jTyD 8 PK "rno n 
."inK^ pK iyD8J$D D38 Ml i n y o D*J ::>' Dftfctn 
j n ^ a H D i w m ,nyo"an» yoo-inyo n 
,nnn* PK iy&8:$D njpu a*ur5 DVIK lynya 
DU iy:"t nyt3^3i8 n nm primp H PK 
,iyo"3i8 yooy3 n ivawn oiu^wn* (WW 
D^ ,iyC38")P^ DDH8 W'D3yO 50 pK 40 n 
15 jycMiv MI iyD"3"i80MK Daypya nnya 
iyi31t3C 60 3H3ytD"3"18
 f^fl1 8 1 8 ^ 1 16 JW 
nyi Djni | imm .»"x n»a n PK ^ ^n » 
•3yD 25 PK 20 H t8 tnyoBnyB KVDO iyty^ 
•OMK o:ypy3 D'j "inya praifn nyo^aiK w o 
16!X: n PK ^ Ipl 8 ltflfl 7 D118 Ml iy0^3"18 
5—4 Dn8 MI inyo ou nyo"3"i8 y3't33yo 
1*3 jyo"x ypavJB' PK PK , I*II 8 "I8^*T 
fpmv3 iy3"t Dyt^T^Mi n i f i n MI p^p 
-MK H PK DM13 D;"try3 ^ 8 1*3 "I |»3*n 
o*n *u 18B .oy^sso*? D^3VP n pB jy3 
PK o?n*W3 y^^ Biv K^8 1*3 |yo"nv3 D*I 
oyi3yny33* »t pra*n ;0"3i8y3 i'jjni iv 
.|y^"Kiviyo3iK iyo"3i8 n ly^o'o "^ny^8 
oypos1 n PK iyny3 jy3"T ,D3*iy3 pw MI 
-^3i8 yop,K'y3 ,iyoiyBDpy ^n*v y3"5p K 
-*ioy3 pm iyo^yr o*n oy ya5yn »a iyo 
-y3 im iyo^yr iy3*n ys^yn fiwx* 8 IVB 
H lyino vm D*II .Jyc 8 PK O'3K> 8 DSKQ 
-PIKOK* H PB y3'3"K [* iy^DK' "T ? D'3XP 
-18 1*11 *P1K 1»0"318 yoD3MyB PK JTDD 
.o^«ny3 rSojyayii 8 »u ?y5n*x PK B " 3 
-yii lyo^ai* yoBMpy33* VT$QV WUfi n 
|IK ninn n MI iyb"3i8 ; i3*n y«noya pn 
pK IW*'3*3 "i jyno iyo"3i8 yana1* H 
.0^318 iyi 
.ojwn^n pyjy^P iw Dfflrw yo^e^n 
-yE*is D3"iB' ,in*^ ?nyv PE «iM i^yE pn 
MI oyo3 iyo"3i8 H |y3*n ,D3*D*P IIJD 
ai nypnmi wye 
ny"t |*K o';P3 nnyi PM iyno nyo"3i8 
jjnru ya^yii ,nyt3"3iK ypDK1 y^8 .o"3i« 
-38B w a w pn jyno P8n 8 nyn* lyDyo 8 
--1M1 reoayn n T > V D W jyanp wi PK JBF9 
. J # " | I * " i i n w * H punp >B>D> MTK .oycn 
•MW "ujnnyn jrwioi? K o:yo 50 lyo^ac? 
TMR 1*1 lyroya nyD^aiK-yptw n |WP 
ts o:yo 16 PB inyo B»J pomp DPI W*Mi 
JTMIDP 
nyipsp^ H ma m jynyoBnya w na 
iyo ifNft ,D"ai8 H o5«now |ya*n o»avp 
230 po nnnan 8 pic t8 ,iyny5piy *p 1*83 
8 PH mom 105 \vmtfv K 0 M ,nyo"3-i8 
-np D* I I yo»5 l i w t t i n lyj^ cya ,yuiDe> 
Dpi yo"? **YI |IK . ru iac 8 o:yo 50 pa 
jyanp " t pc 86 JTUIDP 8 o:yD*45 lyanp 
H p« rmtDB' 8 ojyo 20 pK 40 JWMW 
20 |ID nwoyii jyanp nyo"3"m yana^K 
8 TO IWTOJ w WIB> jyiiya b?pl oy„ 
H 1K11„ ',DJKDDKP -IVOyBlflB D3$T "ff&gb 
oypos* n PK »u»5**nbi* W8 PK a^aiK 
H BW#WB^K myn D'3VP H .PVPHP po 
-y»"K fys^n PK y o w i a * * 8 nV nana 
pit D^aiK yiyrmya "?w*o**n DI?VB 
n .I^DK M.iyT'nB-DtD^3i8 "5nya*iu&iiv 
-yj PK oD5yn wk iyo?8Benv oiyn ^yfi 
DjyD 22% ,20'/J ,18VJ ptthp TJfc'WK 1?DM1 
-'*•' • .ny»«n »iw .PK JTUIDP g 
DiyDyiWcw*5pjn^ 8 i8B d p i fya^v iv ': 
-ny ptf tfyy© »run jyj"T n^ avp ijrpin»tf*$i 
-i*D*n* na 8 ?8 *f t pno " t T8 ,fyiy?p 
oy j n j i D * y^c 8 nyo^ai* ojn pc jyanp 
ya**3"K 18 lyfriyc D'J jnnvv ivi po nt^ a 
D'D |Jte8nv .rapyo 8 I^BK njn*
 fowo 
PK T^ o^n D"3iK i i n pc 33i^*ntm njn 
• oyoD^D nya^n^yc 8 e^ypmojy Dypo8*'n 
-^anK lyny ,tob^ D»JT , "PT$H pore* ?ic 
-ya 8 PK ir^aiK yDMiya 8 ryaso no nye 
jyooya DK iO»im*il me>. imp , » " * POMI 
18 / ' T I B miayw lyBro^oiyB cm rya typ 
.OD8> W T3 t5?8B PK 0iyd8D Dtfll tD"3l8 
jyanoya ayeo'D vvi mw D*na ^JO n 
IX y^DB' enOW DIP |f»3W H T8 rW'tl MTK 
jny^ ttttpttto en WDW PB IBD»D oyn 
PK nyaJyno'nK .oiyc^Dia 230 pe nnnan 
iyo»aiK Din po lyj^'iVDMiK pxniv pn«j 
.HDB'; H 
-ypt^8, H B3U nnK* 24 DVifi |MC T'K DP 
-Ijn'T'JWi^ |»nffltt»| ^ l tyayn u w a ^ 
-831* y i " t iya#«" ini(p ya^oy ycaeny *T 
P3 innK' DT^riya o^n oy nsoa tnn'j 
pi8DB» D i^Tfiya Tt o^n 838?'^ PK i^^r n 
.D^pa^Djysy i y i PK jyoTpwomK ai;yj 
TJ8DnX 8 18B D8H PK DT"liya p»58 C«" 
D*J iy38<T "T T8 iBMRI iy3"T "iyD"318 n 
iyn -iV3MnwBMK syp y-iy^r osmn 
nytsm nyn jyiiyj r'K 1904 PK P^ICD 
" lA t t va lytD^ny wi .p^noo SmyayBn 
nyo:iK ,1886 PK \v\m PK p^noo ny:y; 
f ' H P ^ 118 Dt3"3rt H* | ID BBKBnynn'B i n 
-"318 njny PK ,Dyna$: -noa IHK' 15 PM 
Bpav 8 \myv iv tn>anB d8^ D P I iyo 
.Dp'6?y3pyii8 Di8B*? ?jnpiy3 
."ijjD f^cB&rrnw p« *^nJ^B^pfi H 
-3*18 i n PB w w H to^n 1901 PK 
nyi PK omai PK ny"5e> oyn iyBi8"V3 
•*n 838?'^ PK nye"3H8 n .o"P3^D:ysy 
"^808 *1 nyt33iK D>KP8^  22 D8TON i n IV2 
nytroia p« cnyesp Bjno Tye^ow 
jyj^r PK .KpnyoM now W ffOffVtsr\ 
•5'D3WDTnD8pK DWJUmMJftW V^l 
h iviw3 PK D5>KPK? yt3oyi3 h PB ya«K 
/ w a i n H ) ?K?8> "oiycoia ^DDVP„ 
n .(iyop8 H PB 5yB n 38 prmtf ya^yii 
iyb?8nya ^ym \vn o^n nyo^s-iK y3,T«i 
. I " " I B nyn PK VDDDUW PK ytDoys «1 18B 
PB iyD8iP8t3Dn8 n „ jyen " t t33y^ s |yo 
«j D811 18B1JH [tflW PK D8T ."ypDS1 "UTI 
'8'^ 8 .iyD"318 3,t33,Pl8B l^yt BtlDW iy3tf" 
-iniK D380y3 D8H ?W Hh P* M w m Jn 
nyi 3MK PK ,ny3i;yn vwo 70 D*O n o w 
•Di5a ?ytDDjn:'o ojn tMjpi DP* -ivijnnvvm 
,3'D8^3 MT8 O'J T*K D«W n 3'1K 1JH8 ,P#B 
T^K Dy pK D>1K D'3VP H DH'K pn*PVia 
8 D8T PK »aa .jyenpnyB w TWW D.TK 
!IK nr»w tyaTjpTJ'fi T3 ryp Dpi mmo 
"DMK D»W H no lycMpnyfi iv T3 W H *"-
-^ V D':ip H D1K ,rD8^3 pK p»W f W ' 
.ryn'vv 
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B B'j WtfB'J nytyn 1910 'Bo DKJIJD PK 
•iv oyi lys^K pt&nva'H iv^^DonyppKiKa 
lyty^n .oenyfiya eoJ»ejn tstjn iy MI n3«t3^ 
Difn ?yo y3f»yn ,ty^o^o n jif DPMI oyJc^ 
'1 iyj"t 1910 " J w n PK npi yomy H 
BfWN P l ^ 1 W PD Diyp^D D-1MPD IIK Pltf^ p 
l^ii ycDtny H PK ,p"nDD oyr^oya^ is PK 
— miV l»3^n t33K PK — nyaoytDsyD I'H 
-J^D K D^O wnjyya lynys PIBDKP iyt r*» 
-»io oiynjin lys^sn oyn T D ayn Dyjyt?^ 
! nyo"3is ->:v: 
? jyi^iiya wrmya D I P T^ K MTK MI — 
- ? DWWOTIf i yo"3 i« H o^n TWI — 
DIV Dnn»Dy3 p*noo TP»M 0yn njhi — 
?ayM 
PK pi»Jp nyn PK nyt3"3"i» n C33yis 
n^ Dw : ry3$T T ' K B^W WI PK , T n o c roe 
"! tymya DIJI jyaip 
ynyn38 pB jycKD ^ a m n .Mr iD 
-^n vo„ : ?y3ijT T^K iv^yn »t P« / B ^ ^ 
"Intnn DIP IJQ 
nyB»t3D,31838-E'^D^8^VVD iyT 03P15 
jyn*n n^ow: iy3^r T ' * iv^V" Mi P« JW™ 
«t PK ,ty3"KiyD y?8p'i8"i n t33yic 
"I tyroyj DI#T |y3^n i^o,, : jy3yiT I ^ K IV^"' 
-D8B'P"iyiiy3„ H PB jyowy^jn n eay-is 
jysijn T D „ : iy3i^ r I ^ K ?y?yn "T PK ,"8* 
w! |»ney; "S" 
? njnttjw D»"T tojjn njm » * ^ 
d p i y?8 t8 ,D^3 5ys"nv p»p T'K cy 
.D3yny3 PM^«no IV3"r
 fDnjnp iv^"-
pi*5p H iy:"T (yoy?8 ")«B *\VWW* "•-
pnrnn [ya^r WJw ,D*iyp»B BWPP r» 
PK p i^p H PK onysoyo PK D I W * 
lyp-njn Bjyiruw i r w njn » 
ra DV ; ^ynv'B 8 unit O&PW i w v r n ixn 
pn* PK mowi D'o BPMB iy jnwo nyn 
. w o n o P« »"#> iy ,n$Dpin i n 
l«inw w o w " i w m *K
 (D"5D3»O 'K 
|ys*nB0 PK jyftmp ,in |jmjm 
—•jam» po^o'K "3 |1K ,B"miuyiWD 
,tMPnyronJWiB oyeijo [PC m BS:8D jyo 
fyanaya yanyt? yrj"« PK 
— w n a yoyp»3 vw n m lyonya 
.iwnjh pnra p« oyssynp tyo 
cnyt ny .nnop ?yn iyn Blip p« P^n nyn 
; nyojiD anayDt? pn 5*i o i^y "iyn m 
,pn is T^njna up in Doynyc oy w i PK 
ZiyoaiK DJVK |ytD D3"1D y^y^D"! 8 B'B 
! o^ yn n 1M oinyp oy ! ipi'm $5l?*n— 
lyoumiMHW i|V Ml iVJ t^ oy 
pmmnrVH9 oyi pa ,0S PD rmtna n 
.p/mpya wwft m* po»*t »i 
.DpyuyaDMK *ii$$t? pn man ~iy"i D$n jyo 
onynjin ya^oy ^yinyo«n 
f w I'DMK w w w i n n iwfc 
. n r t i w h i n
 f?yBm iva"? 
,asp is D"ii nw lip i»a PK oy ,jyny* "i 
iyay5c "? D$II ,t3"V H i$a ip*a 
p-i8DE> lyyyaya "t : lyoyio is lyoipya 
.ivayt m wsHfe in iynyr. oy 
! D5mi 8 i n cnnyp oy ! $arro y h t a 
•lypy tra nip *ni n ,nnDtr n 
•tinya |»*p D*a iya*n ^yunyosn n 
.jypy vm"* *i JVD"3 p« 
/iKMjb i5"*? pn y^ y^ D *yi TK ,oan ins 
,|yaiptyiyB by pmo ]"p «i tyayp 
/pniD D'j uay^ D$tt,y*DDy3 n b'WTOVi. 
•«IWI»T taw Tya»n» w 5 a a v i« Day^ n 
/ n vw jypip is v^vo^p x vx oyw 
—vonji iij: i ? : in pnip «t MI 
,DID n DBW iyT PK ^yayp n DB»3 iyn 
"jsnaM n o w n min:8 
: -rn H PM pn« D.TK D$8B "iy38j pyp'iKS 
iy D:$? "—
 ri*o VKTO f^iyj nvy |8„ 
"t TB
 rjyo DD80 mw — DSDn p« 
M?-iKDptr< ^yn
 fiy2-i8Dt? iwayii jy^r 
p^K an^c iy:"T sn po jtfy'D* 
— jymvoE'ya |yj«i "t Dtfii oyi pn 
D0i5 H lyatfn «t — "IKDPIJI "iyi znytaw 
•lyanirnyu Doynotj yny«i c o 
,1D 8 ly^isD^ y»5ip3i0yt3 PD PKW 
.njna'p m "t VH mom 
OT CD ,pnio »'o rDDiS iny^no D»B 
".nyoanya iyD«D "t jyo iyp 
—-pyp-fss ivnvQ ow ! nsy yiy^no «rt— 
; mo cyjiyn^a 8 lip Dijn in^ K 
,Dy^yt^DDn8 jynya p« ai^ p 
.nps lynyoyn: 8 I$J D»n in»n 
! wns oyamo H D^no ! ypmo# 
r|yun iw ly^y'Bc »t jya ?»5 
— ,awya »*a »t i8D ly^y^sc T>K nyoipa p« 
j m n i v jyfiSyn OT nyn "i Stfi VD 
D^ysyao^yo'n jya^iSa pc jypip oy 
40"1 pK yai^ p ly^aynyD^ y^^ D 
nyii ?jyoyn nja —?yp:y3 PK |yo3"5» »»i 
— ! D'MI 
j r w v PB riyms PB iyan« n: 
D^ oyn pn j"i« Jyo'fi PB jypip oy 
.jyanK yi:ypa^n yroa»5 n 
D^  iyT T^K oy |1K Dr5wia n IWB*l DV 
,0^ i n iyf»B8S «i ,w\PH pa »ayii"5 *1 
\
 #|yijnya:yo8Tis «? o«n jyo 
,*PB> J'B'IK oa^n t'K yonna K nnosr 8 
•lynawyaaij ID 8 oyanvo^ 
* 
11 nyjn&ii WSP"MP B H * 5 nyn 
$g*$ **r» flmcpv n s ^ 
jjj«n in^n iw 
myoew pnynW *WU*fi PK 3J^VI*B "its 
: w n H ,IWJriW W"t pn 
f v t e n Djycyw o*n w JIB nipspip Tin 
..lyoD'ocnyTivD riyn PK ivoifj pn 
tsvyjya JIB ?* J njn D.TK PK iy5nyBj"u D'D 
•-01 » MI n»n ny PK p»5« 
orPK w i* oann "? w t f y B "iyo8M ,i:„ 
ipyp 
w?iy3y3 r w n o n ;y38D DWJ, 
,O,TK ny onycejy ,pttjn&3|p I'IKD PJ»T 8„ 
jyoipw ly-tfyo IY-T'K pa T « 
ID K vm iy3#n D38J iyn "a &a«n ?8 
,jyoi3y33"K rows m m 8 
,3$D y^8 <MI* iv lyaiKDt? TW lyjy^b oy„ 
— fifty*! pw IWIIWBW |yj*n i»"n 
T« a^n ppn ayi , w i » "vr ,nyjjfc nyc 
.lysynenya iyt»D*%$ ojn pn Jyoc J'BMK 
#DI3 DBKDyjona DVID H 3*n ipM pit 
row nrnniv n jtf»ti 
—,D* piiiyomni »*t **» IVD »v» ty^yoBnyB 
! D 3^?3 H iyay? DU ijtfni »? 
HfOyjDMK "tf83 "? PB T« 3$H DjyP'8 H„ 
— ,B»njn p* »*jya pic pa T K — 
D1 p* tnyrtfroa D'Tii *i pjfr o w ryo 
.jyj>iya oenyp* i w Djyr$'o bS**n 
jpov J'BMK r^tSa D' D$n PB DM 
— fyoiKiieww wp DIV jirn-o* |M»» 
— ,n5*n aH'mio «l jyavn w"$L-\ym 
: pousu **t I'D iw»n ooyp *IMK 
,3yi3 Din jy?$fnyB WW) v o MI oyn D«T„ 
•1*13980 T31K "5IK3 WJ »i| lyOMlB? 
,inyro«no oyi |jn»n **? D»3M 
. r o w iwr>r:«K r5» jyttf$n »n 
,pyp |8B nyrrj'D wri J W K P pn p*5« 
,jy3My3 jyouy3 *p' »*" "> 
W I'DMK 1M D'D T^ Olfn ty ffWlD Dlfll 
: iwymyo iv DDipi ny 9 n r a |w 
—,Di3 ?'« lyeyBB nyn DM m3 T'K *D13 njnB 
pyoyB PM ^ p y r onjnjin »*n PM 
—,3MDC Dffjyi^lp PM I'M 3*1 p'3"T38B?yn 
! nyoy3 PM jrr»ww ,-i minD ,-
D"3 K pM T K Mpi oyjmo D"ijn:in Dpy; 
iyr"i y^3»pnB8 y:"D p» 
,Di3 t'K mino n ,5yii^n n»J lyjynpy; 
4VT"» pa iyo$3y3 MI ,i;ny; 
JmfDfl? PK ,|yo3iP3 PM fi*m VWJ*< 
: iy3y3y3 -)ym n n»B TM 2t?r 
,DjyvijiB Diyi:i.r8 jy:ymyB IJT 5yn TK 
.lysy^ "T PB DB^ yn 8 CD^S D3"53'D pni 
,"t pa Diyi;in-^m n^o "3 jja«5a PK 
#^";yKT^n p»p iyoip I^D PS 
4>nJI? 8 jyoMpn D"iyi3in T D iy D^nijvv: 
"...ijTnyB Dy^8?j$3 miD iy" 
i p pn lynjnp; iyn»nt?y; ?'K •:?»•• c r^i (* 
yo3'3"Hiyii H tic HBMD ijn pM i?v. ="v 
-3^1 H H*W t:"3^^ry; i«: 17a =*n lys^ MP? 
.iycB^pr-17-r- c»a>7'sr-
-=K «pnB« pn iy;yi:i! ,i?:s='2Kp-cr»r 7="^ 
"» lyay^e pn ciyjy: ]7S(<s p n * iyiK :?r*:-
tyo MI c(j-npK. ,ci(jcK2;(??B *t w |yt*ipyi 
.Tire B»np?E 
njr3*B)^ 3 v lp^By^tfas- r*n 1864 ^nKi I»K 
*nsMO ijn e'o iTCK*!:? TIK: n lyyittx ^ y1"" 
t»nyB^p» H iyE»:r2« riyhM IJPVi ' : : ! r , ' '" 
-tttnbiyi iy2*n isTtawuetr TT H pn DW3 '"£ 
ir2«n tp=«K=ir TUP n ,"r==pw yi?"» » ' • 
-y-K trr I»K »nyi^pgnyjy3 H PK ^ejytyj 
.in*1iyi =c»*r 
-:^Kn ty;"t jyo'OBnjn-jsB PK pyp"I85 
.1727: 7=— 
1KTHJ11 eajjcitfa D * T ^ njn 10 
ijrpuc n F^ ftfT /tiwnyfl cyi pfi i$sr:yu 
•3lB|w *W* nyJte i»"T PK jyoip D*KPI# 
yaSyn ,iyajnjn:y yomya jyaayia 
JPD'U PK 'OV TK [ypjyi 
yvjsa n PK iJir3»*,HM«M n ,DIH n 
MOWS n i w w -<yi PB wnrapwayp 
;IK iya i^DiyE iv D3M5 inyt PK D W H P I 
nyaHm ,n3«aiya » ,iyi»: 0»a T* vwfj 
oyn /wo^an* yK'H'K yo'o in** PK Dipi 
-itreoavp yi:ypmw « D»B pn D'J ^ O : « P 
lgii yuysiye H PK PK oaipav n PK 
•V2 K PK pn» jw»n iytD"3"!» yt8»T« n 
tiK n w ' i pw DJjn oiip ,5mpr inayo»n 
D'j Di9PtD8myo3jp ps i383iyB iyi 
.jyD*5ya 
-ijc2 o$n oiypiijn Dayoiw T W W n 
nya*3 D*II PK ,DB:IPIV ya<Da'5 ,yDma K T* 
jny«t iv lyc^ny: fyoipiv jyjjni nyc^a-m n 
»"v iya"5a iv najffijyn ,D;^ , :V yfcpif? 
PB"?MB n PK uwfc&'M n isrppJtinv iv 
-jny "3 jypTii PK ,*pno iyi pc nyo^siK 
;nyot? 5$? jipav y^ Kp$5 n TK D'*n:y:y^y3 
ivttfs cyi tno |yaan3*3Tyfl yosynip PK 
-itnny iv PK nya»a r!>* /usaiyflnyTw 
•iy iy5jm w a i m y a y n H P T M »i TK ,?yo 
*y»n po ema Syp^ Dc myaana K DQ»n 
yrca^-ncK is Dtp PK ,D"3IK rump 
w n u iyi TB {yoiPB'iK oyii ya^sy 
-<9iraffi W T K i n TB PK | $ w v n D 
•nans ry»yn PK aaiaywa W D D 
troni B"a*)»rDJip¥KP3W"iif yooofctpvn n 
,F^JV ly^Kpi^ nyn j i n DtrrByasm lyo'M 
pK WM$ lyoia pit tannic *t Dfii nyi D*o 
y^yjyn inrrK *pn PK ,oyaP3 tf>»pi^ H 
y5Kp$5 H Wfii oyi Tin pic ,|y*3'0<D-BtfP 
-airrvya W J I P T O I PK pn IV DJIIJT i^av 
"iyv:K3 njn D'D PK i:»3iyc "in'K D»D jya 
.I;K^ pu 3>uyiiyanyD^a*iM 
niKT PK iifnc typ KEI2 "unaiyii i n D$V. 
-$yn iv , I^VKD^8 H |3n»5ian w t»K ,\tp\o 
TK |ynyr iv PK ,iyosynp y^na y"; D^ Q [ys 
nyi «IMK Dinjnaya |«i >if» 33tfnj*n \nv 
V1V&V ps — iy^jyo ]nv&v pa unnniny 
n Dip PK jawynya-j^jr iyn pK tyGPjyo 
y^^ Biv ]Viw Dift'oya ta^ a >*i I^VKD^K 
.tDnij nyn:« IK PK 3'jyii iv PK DIIJ p»n pu 
PD.D^KP^ n T8 wva t^rya-i^ D jyo^n TO 
iy3"T ya^yn ,Diyp-iipi oayoiw nre«av n 
yo^oijp K iypV iy^T ,DI>D3*'K "inyo D*D 
- ^ y^s po rar»yw*P » |IM i:B3-iyB DW 
K .pnyii (yenyaa^M -lyoyBtr >»? D^KP 
f\ $w I^JV ijn^aB' yoMna K I*B I^SOKP 
,I"t ^T p'BOKP pE VC'K H ,|y33KB3» 
(-tfya iiK ?ytr:yo) ly^ D o^ [yajjnaiwyoKnv 
Dnjn":e> lis P""IDD oy3,,oya5'K IK VB 
.I:K^ rwaw i'ny^ ^K 
•ya "iyn PK HQK D^noy ^T VX OV 3MK 
^myayvn •ly3,t:vy, nyi PK r» ,33ioBMn 
D"iypllf11 D:yoi»3 iyD"ai' H PB lroipyrpy 
W iyp 18i ,Diyi"3^ 3uyn iv ip iy:Mt 
.jjnyii oijnayya inn1 lyoopyj nawaenx 
•:«^ p i n |yttf8ny33« Diyii w jyoopyj 
\ 
iypn«ii uyoro BH*J nyi 
?*T oy TB ,iyo"i30MK ' i t * Rps 
lynystnyc |y5*T »n DIK fynD n po»na 
irenynrp . H J » W >»a«5 oyi tyimijB w 
w ? p 
f pnD IX B2fys ?*K Dtfll 
i " i o 3ivya p« »J"n PK yate? * l MI 
PK (Wivgr H IWMIX prvBP3Bai$ ppjr 
H l«5u W K ovnya 0*11 if i nvii iyo^yr 
iv iyi"35? Din ,DBKIP yv3B3 n ,ncan yv:»3 
-iyc * jinyn tyBBcya tie ip .pnnowi* 
"o»o i3"po»rn>nya PK lyofiyip pB 33ia'3"K 
iratyn 113 iyp D«W iiny* D*D lyo^aiBiv 
D» 150 ii3 I M .D"3 IK "ijfowniyj i y i p« 
lyo^aiK l y -nw DIV pfc"TT PK jyiyi 
ixro i i j ,w3i' pn gnnf ,THO PM [JWI 
" ( W W p'taw, [yianya B jyBBS? f IK no 
yfcpy} yj"? ryayn ,ipi")V oyi fyayiv 
.i3B3iyB-iyi"3C Din jyayn PK OWW 
•"36? Din oyii ,y3y iyi$ *i ,°yi IPWWto 
pic iVoip iv jyitfyn D»n a^yn 113 D'3 i y i 
-3yia IXHBK' oyu oy TO JUMP y>»p*5 p1? 
tpfcrvp no iyo D$U ,33iayiiya yvaBa n jya 
.JMJBU* 
pB 33KD3* D"3 jyPlW |ya^H I'D 'tt 
OBBIp i y i PK D'3 Dip tUPi AWBH* W"\ 
yvaeta n pn iv i3B3iy& |ya>yit "umvM Pfi 
PB piyimc yvaBa H PK piy?"3B3i$ 
PK 13*3 T1R jMV'J D3BD VV383 H .yBBOyp 
MI pn I^BR rt| jyayo ,u:^:v v^ptp n 
.DMia 
iBi 11: ]yo iyp lyoKD^ryi yooya n 
n PM DiyD*D$ y5BP$* H iyn ,iyoiBiiiy 
.D"T "3 B"t iyD"31« DiyD'Dtf y^B3*'VB3 
J"ii iKBijn *K oaysyi iyu TJWVH SMK 
"1B3 ntfO«3V n Dtfll 1HK' a*V3Biiv n p« 
yottiya jyaijn
 #DTDonpy bWlVn oayo 
y i^B i y n i^ noya D'a yoosya y^a^vsa 
3'V3KttV H PK ?"11 IKBlin D^ T pM ,D3^B 
oyi b-ieuyaa* D5KP*5 ya3«o lyaifn nn«» 
mm iKDijn ,jya:^nKv yiy^r PK lawiaiye 
,iyaBaD'iK mvovn H jyoyaiyD pw jyo 
•ya iy t^ K I«T
 fMw Dp3yi t^K-oyiyn 3'IK 
•iyan ijn»5p D"a DU Dtti 
m(i>vm \"i iv jyaaBBav D^KPU^ n jWw 
jyoip "t,ty5*t ,iya3i5»nKv Xhyn D^ O a^ DVo 
mv"t PB yon«33"K yvaw n TK- ry-iyi^B 
jynyii ciayaoiyB to^v B IBB ftpr D^KP^ 
oy PK , e " : i r p V " i lin'Piwnip iv i u 
DayoiBa nyo'^ar n TK ,0^ 3 ^ yB'ttiv \"p vx 
,0m pno iv lyaKtoay o'3 TT DWi oiypujn 
.wnoya o ^ n i^3v .O:*K iyi3K nyny Dip! 
•"V l i n y
 fo5npv5 H PB oSunpmv iviy1 
•^oyi inyo 1^ 3 oyn 0WSVJB,^31K pa (ya 
tyaBQ nynyv.E'oytt PK ,iyDB»n IWpftn 
yo^na B lyBBt? PB 5y*x DIV ryoipiviv 
TB ,?y>»mjnym DB* IV D'3 ivayp n?o 
1912 pK ?$T jyo DIK ,DB3i#o ' m jny
 (T«n 
.13?B ijn3yD»iy3 B i»3t#r: 
-3"? B inyr jynya t>K Din TK TT DSBI 
jyoipya PK oy \m nyaK ,D3ycDyDB nyo 
-nys tD;yoDyDK iyn t'K iKtrayiia^p i'2s ;^ 
IV3i#n oijtt D$Mpy9 H PB jjn»iiOT lysitjr 
-oyDK i y i TB tWFWm yeoyn; n D^ry; 
. tnnw^ht i jy-iyn 5>»? Dayo 
jyo^panyiiB? ya^yii ya<3"K lya"? Dip 
iyo"av n PB i3B3iye i y i »Jjw nyoaiK 
DBnya Bifn Kpnyos HK oiypiijii D:yo^N; 
B D»3 y3B^ H PK ovy I1K .iyo"31B IV 
,iyoya B*a mip 
jlpw n njjl i nnsB i n ^ » wjn 
.nypiBttty 
n T^ K ,D:^onyi pw jyai^ n i^e 'i i 
lypiBtai? >y»B Diypi$tt D3yoiB3 iw^ar 
H PK prttn t^ K u MI IfiR1 inyv yovy^ n 
n D^D T^3iys PK iyaK ^Tnn1 inyv vvviv 
-D"ii H D'O T ^ i y s PK ,-!yD"3-)B yos^ 
r|M«ia Tiia jyo IKH jyi3y3ya H pc D«P 
IBB ijnync* ^y'B nynnyaaiK D3«n oy T^K 
pnmvBMK Diypi^n oayoiBa iyo"3v n 
.pnn^ ya^ BOB h PK m ,D^3IK inyc 
-Bytrya Diypi^n oayoiBa w w n 
y^n^vya 18 pa 15 pa o w a w PK D3^ D 
•i«f iv PK >jf3«$ I'IBB jyi'D'aB iv lycjy*: 
pB DB?W MI inyo .n^-io Din nrwwia 
n .yiaysyiE^-^n'K |y>wi onyp^Bai^ n 
-MIB^D ,yt?^MB ,iyay^BD>K lya^i y.iy-;;K 
D"31B-D3V,VBT'3B31^  n JKHMSV PK W 
Din»B Diypi^n cayoiBa lyo^av n yaSyii 
iyT":«n* IB phi JDTO«UX B T^ K mn 
-3""1B 1VD6?iy pM PK ,D1KD^ B PK UC1P 
.Diypn^n D3yoiBa n pc ?BP !^" DIV one 
,Dtmyiv DE3ip ^KP^> I'nKs D^aiK yDpyi,"i 
n w H iv lynya iv D3»?B pn T^ K IB I IIK 
"^ D*3B iv !yDDKC-»yfinyp-iyD"3iB Kflnv^v 
-ya lyaiTya T I K PK S M V ^ W U I 1 I'IBB \m 
WW iy»5»Bn jy^r ^t TB ,D"> Dy:T'a yo'ii 
pa vx 5ya»5 I'IBB T^VBD^B H .yiK«" 
»||9)3HD ytDDQBTPIMI >1 pB y:"K |jmOT DJ'Sl 
3^B3nV DW3B> >yb*3 H 6TOB3 ?W*n IV 
.Din 
iyo^3i> n 'V DayiEya DB« Diyn oy 
^y>Biv D'a iyi3ymyB Diypujn Djyoisa 
-D3y i« .fB'VBD^B^ya^ i y i IBB yaiy:;* 
Dyn PK I 'D \v:vmi>2 y3KiD i y i fpm iye 
»a jMBWUifp ty&vy5» pa DiBsyi jvopmya 
iya»5BvriifB m i u B*3 T^ K iK6?3yii3^ p DJH 
I 'IBB II^VBD^B n iyiy3y>piyB iv flhipiya 
DD3yB'»3 H TB lynyr T O pjna*? ,?»"? 
oiyp"o vvpvvn \vrfrw n PK Diyp^-
-«D*j«r5ya"S H ?BT iyo TB onyn»By3 waip 
njlpHfli B3j»u» onrft npi 
i*ypi*Tl oayoiw nyo^ar ! i pfi D W B $ 
-cip "in o»o ,oyoma D$nt3y tayiiyas^Bys 
•CMK n y r w H D^T jySw 0 3 " ^ D TK,3313 
-y: snyDjjam ^ M * "»W » P« P« \Vmvi 
QD'^flHvsMmv w iy?D«o ?ynyn p«!»e> 
W3 flBnWlVDMI* ^ 1K " I PM ,?yDBD H flfi 
- p«noo nw"oya>* pstfpvn B PM $wo* 
•IJTOOPI PC .0*3 P"TOD D»3*n3W?l? I« PM 
p%noo cw"oy35» IB p* njn» ,?"» TWKta 
lie P"IOD B PK i u ,P^« nysBODtaavs pfi 
,n»ona*K l y r ^ i n pnwan f r va prop 
iyB n pc onyoK' y^B p« &"v W9"}m PK 
D*3 Dip PB 1*9lUMB .!J>DKBDB> yD3'3"K 
Doaiy nth "iV3V D$n ivo .0"P3'3"?P |«p 
T I tygtQ D ^ p« .DVT mvii opaynya 
imipiya oimyatfBya PK pft>«!3«niM) 
,3:io"v ye»TR ys^oaysyn B (vamtyomii 
nv> pa lyoynvDj'K »i tayornya ftrayfiD 
is ,pmyi PK paBnya nyi z i y v w pNPTit 
•$r p-ur w iyo"i3 PE D5MP$? n ftpvyao 
ftnyayBn nan PK .1 500 K*B$3 p e w iy> 
s ova PK " IK^T 500 rysyj tayn D'B$ 
.prom Dswan 33KB3$ IB oyn mSip laypw 
i'P3 — lyoiayaas pnwtya PK IB^B i i n 
iirewa PK Df>Rp$f> V^B pa -ivaya -tfya 
-# #y»B pK . IM>$I Diynain " i iv ysts^p 
PR prttfenya aas^  lyDKayo pre oyn D^KP 
/«u ,aaiD'** i y i ps W , D^$B„ H p rwwon 
.aiaya TO i"? tf: Dm r£*?n n oyii lyo 
-:* oEiBiya D*n |vc TB
 rpmya PK yiay n 
ttaaiD"* i"p PK iMSin n*B H tyny* npnp' 
iwpwa o1: PK njn^ j r H pwwt prwau 
•pbyayaoniM 
"ftnunay TW IB D*D , iyD*w y?«n B 
ZVl IBB DB3$D y3*3"K — pniV irTK* |V3 
Diypni^ i oayeisa H pc wwjmayp tytavy? 
N waSBnyaaif pnipiya PK
 fD*K»iDin PK 
PM PW n pc D^KP^ H PB r3yiye:*P 
pa y:& n lytasKicys iv DIM -uyayaoiK 
.1«1B 
Diysoyo ya'oynD onynjin ?nw 'rnx' I« 
» ^t^: .^yDBtnys ^r m$n ^Diyo'BV PK 
fDi5(5» DIX ryoipya |yo PK ut'DiPDn yjJB^ 
ircma B iBB pnvnysiva i n no iyo r» 
-:& (is onjn":r y^ B anayenyaenM *IBSBP 
,on» B:B ^ ' IK o^nayaiv prqm >«T IJ^B K 
•I Pa j inmi 0^ 3 n:^B oyn pa ^ r iye TB 
rliw tHpn o:y3yny3 ,jyoip oyn o^v ya^osn 
ton iyo.p3 ,inM^ " i iv pronya oyn oy TB 
•i m>vm oyii >ninyi
 f|y3"5pa» T3IJB BTB 
«:ya px onysoyo auya |y33yn3 I W B D ^ B 
•oy3P3 v$vwi n pn'owaw n^ va 
"tt: iyo"3i? H pc tM^ayii3VP oyi "3 
CHBI VK 1910 DD13MK pM Diypi^ii o;yo 
"B'HK »?wi^tyi B |yi*wy3 o s r u y a i ^ 
;,; 72 C V D »n»^MK D3yoDyo» IB jyaySw 
ttx n ,D"x inK' " i iv ^^ B ,nnM' M -IK5*P B 
imi^ip ixnjm DSmpwamiM pfttr IMSIP 
yDDS^DBBcayoMi n ,yooy3 H PM ! yny-
nyT PM imsiiva Di.-PEyai^ M |y3«i pnyaoyo 
.33n">p-iyayo pfi niDPBBi3»ra 
f5yoi*B "Iy^y, jjm iviv ,IB^B njny 
pnvmn BOBsyaiv PK pn^nya o inwp VH 
DM5 PK tD^ 3"»K p»9 pn DM? Dija iyny* -IBB 
oa^n /iyne>DpyBi:Bo B O^B I^VM^B pn 
"Siy5» i»nDiyi"3e' i y i PK IH^K o^n 
PK
 #nyo"3iB y i^B .D"3iB PB fyoyoD'D 
B PB p^n-50 B Pita jy^Bo Dijn iyo"3iu 
n tD«n nn^ K jynin HBB B PB u n * P^I 
"aifp • 3iD PB pK aa'DPMioa^ p pfi cyoD'D 
Jy»V ,0"31» P'Dfi' ,B"3"1K ^11 .aj'OPB'lD 
jyo^J K "1KB 0*11 .D"31» CyO pK D^SIK 
nyn pK D5*>I in*K cyoo'D B IBE Difil PK 
yanyn yo»na n PK ovy^ IH^K o»n D«3IM 
jyn^ya.OMsyaBMM tya^t Dyn
 fonvopra 
•aiy i n PK .ijn"?p ny:yo pn>vnyifi iv 
oyii jpjn PK iyoyt3D^D y>B ym pfi -IVDD 
•ys^ ,D"iyn":r — n w a i t f Dnn:in IPCMIV 
Dvy iyc nun — DiyDyiB PK cnwa^n 
,nyo"3iK ya'D3'i pyvsis Tyi^ inyv \n$n 
! n ^ PB tDtrny I^BK pn lyjyp yijnjM H 
D^PB^nrsiv pK D^nayny t^nyB vum DB 
K DSBiayao^o IMM DBH ,D^31M iyn PK 
-yiyoPK H PK D"n3yiy*enyfi yoaBayayi 
PB ly^n'Eya n PK PK prpamya H PK ,tvc 
-8t3U8-W3V D3BO DIJl Dlfll .nyD"3lB H 
MI nynyiitr >y*B o i y i " : c n lycnv IB'V 
..jjnny yiynio H.PK 
H pE D^BP^5 H pm pnny* H PK 
DBnya jyi^n oiypiyn D:yoiB3 iyoM3V 
D^RP$5 n jycMiv PK ,Diy3oyo yiyinyo 
nyD^ap H PB D'EV SMiyaycn am PK 
lyiyoys B ocnyny; DBH oiypiBn Djy^iB: 
lyo^Bnyas^ PK oy MI ;ys o«n ,IJKDBW 
H Dip PK ,DE« MTB JJttlP D1; fVXfT ni"V TK 
Dijn iyo .yoM-ia yo^yrB pn D*a jy^yr nnv 
- I B n Di^ipDaifP lyvy^a yoMi3 y^y*s PK 
PK jyaanyoysnyB y^a iyEBcy3 PK ta"3 
.yaB^ oiyo"3iB oyi 
l y r w H pe o>Mpy? H lysip iyi"? 
iy»t lyD^Bn:^ 3JB> o:ypy3 w: o:^:v 
IP;"T y?"ii y^ K .T3BDE I^V |ye«3ipnwi 
H ryay^ B lya'&iyta v^ PK ,DP«IDD pmya 
" i jyii PK .jyiyn jyo^ya Diyiy»5 y^ KPB^  
H JIB lyo^ya Dpjnn pnyii D'3 iy3y^ B 
TB tP^niB P^B Diyiy1? n lysy^B ,D^KP#> 
iy3*3 PK " t prjyii iyi»'3B' H D'O anaynyoe' 
,iauya iy«? ly iy i^vBDisyn UF»*I jyi*>iyfi 
jyrrvpmv tDEy ^n lyay^s Diyiy*5 n PM 
•I^ar iin PE 
1« lynyas^e inypujn Dayo-i^ a ijffl^r 
ynyoys PK ^ D ,e>"V yv:B3 n IBB nya^ 
-Dsnn n jyatjtn
 #iyo"V yiyany PM ^BD PK 
nypntjn fijyciw; p ? ^ i] 
, D W I * H tMRoiw w w ,-i PB iwvf» ojn 
cna MIM jpya PB yonwa"* "irrB IMN 
jy^i D 5 « ^ 0 yin«R pa iy3:ny-n$a H PK 
ly t^jt D ^ D yDMis TN ,p^p MTK pn lyv.ya 
.ntBwS ww p* iv^ovnv ?yjyp jww *pf 
nyo*w H PB "VIM* jnyv vmy? *i IBB 
JPDPIWWDMK i$n w w owiipi 03yonw 
VH IV^ YMVB in'B ona v^aiyB pM ,tyn B IV 
.nyoonpy mil pa nrw jny* ytscny H 
nyo"an» nyjBpnyoB iyn PM ySipi TPM 
W B "irvB ^ ywypiyjB ?B Dl"H VH 33i3yiiya 
&-iyn :>ya"5> TPM /uytrnya VH Dtfa 
.D-pepyBoyn 
ojn ijn.TB Dnypnsn wyoiw IJNWIP 
"•M* ]V&$» IIW3 ciBD8p jynmy 
?<B | * w o w w i o;yDi«3 nyo'W n 
D3*w 5M3»B>"jnyD3'M yomy'n po fyiw 
-DM* »noya iya*n »5im ,MpnyD« VH 
5»BB3$ oyn fyaya yaBoyp yoeny H inyDB> 
*1V3"B lyDD^BD'BBP TOMPnyoM H pfi 
.
WBBE> tyB$w prvra 
-ya m5yn T^ B 33i3jmya BHVTWB* n 
oyi nyt33iB / u m w n PB pruftiW twyaya 
,DWilfll BjymBJ w w *l PB w a a 
,*IBDBP oyn anjxny^ya i38anya nyn PB 
ywM D*D oonnya Dssoya *|ip spi DWI 
D'D PB ,iy3y5>B yirVB O'D ^D'ODBBOBP 
iynnya:iB oyoya *1 tyasniBnya W M 
iv Dvy pw PB oy .jyoo^nyo yD»r» 
B3yon83 iyo"3P H TB ,iyoa8iD is oyBt? 
"|y^«n D^3„ j n pyil MpnyDM 11$ Dnypitpi 
B*3 ,-Uf'vnifB TPM |yo»aoiB Dim nin$ 
PB burew n lyay-iDiya iv nsyan 
.BpnyoK 
H tvaftm ,5ya*iD ly^yo'nya B TO 
yovy^ H tyn^n cnypi$n twyonsa iyb"3f 
iv uniya T^ B
 #n:8myB B D^B o«ny3 finnB^ 
nytyn
 # o ^ n n nyoy-ipyo njpn jyo^a 
•ya onoya iyn$n yaJyii D^yno H
 #»«2DW 
n '80 PB i'o«nn 'BD Dipi jyiyn DIH^B 
BTB PB nyaB fin inyt tDDi^ pyaaij i»uv 
P»P p« w*w V'PHW'? pv W3 T^B ^ya^ita 
y?y;yvD y^sni imv* O^ D wv8P3B3n^ 
,oi»^ya pmin »*J pmntt nora iyn^ 
JI^P Btny iyo Biyii ,IDOIP SyaifiD BTB |yu 
yv3B3 H lya^ o^n i'fitfiWOlP H jnyv—*u^ B vow1? H PM ^ yvyso ,o«v 
•pMIDJy WH PB t3?yDB»V33^  D'3 ^ t ,inB^ 
t38ny3 D'3 tya^n ]"$* oyo^a IBII tDi^ T J3i5 
IBB |y"iiVBW"B 33nn8Biy 3i3ya ffw auya 
,D"3"IB -ijn PB Dyoo^ D jyoDya oyn i*t 
ynynjB own lyraya oyoija n lyaijn oi(n 
oBMpys iyai»n "T .lyino jyoo'^ts'SBP 
-3B pB wnnnuny oe i^pya tva^n «? 5av 
y^8 PB in^B onxm IBI , W D DJH pn«p: 
w„ : isxyweo DJH anawma ayns B iyo«« 
jyp'B' iv "T383iyB PB iy3:B5iyD D J^ ir- ;;•-
-iyB ixn oino D^I,, " f w w n v \$ 
nyaoyo nya^jnywa ijn .11 .T .B "?-;« 
)HPlj5 \"i po iy3:n3^3")yB n D»3 V I ="" 
TB Diyn ny .nasanys jy^ BJij^ vBJ ;'c« 
D3yon83 TyD'W n PB 5BPI^ B I^ K IW 
,n^ya ^^T »n jyo D»3 BDPDD ,I: ,onyp^ 
D*3 n383iyB "iyT ypBta $yt D P W B n:»n 
I W l tyo Dijn imo 
nya'a ynnsB D?8n 7ksyK^nyD3fM y"v 
ycoya n IB3$T m ny^ 'OBoyiDD^D ^ s 
*5myjytpn pH D"n jyo . |^:v yrxrs-
pB yon833"K H ryiiya VH OV D«» CES 
PB ^BPI#^ isenon 8 PB pnwbnM n Dip: 
VDMiys ?y*B»n D"ii iyo .DIIJD^ nyomy: N 
"T jjpbni PK t338iay33'n8 |yaun Dnyos? 
yovy^ H i8B jy33i3ayT H .ooijpya jv:«: 
pB i*5p ww ?ypMiya inn* pran—mn 
iran^fB H ?B ,i3y3"vny3,,B T^M"T ":»; 
y^y'B ,y5ys ID^ D oo^pyaa^ lyaijn o^yor 
**n «i »n ,nnyo nB^n nynaypio ya^nanw |yii PB .D38"iay33"n8 o^v nyi Tin jy:i 
Xnjn:B ps owyooyoB VH wn n tr: 
*fi«3 .iifDD a^ ,n^o*o^B3 IBE ttf$tt trycr 
IBB PB B^JHB^'B ,$38?^ ,P^^, V3 ,«7 
jn n»fi pno w T^yo3iB jy«y3 D'Bti 03PC 
"«3^ tan ?i£ w| n8B PB oy MI
 f5y»B *ITK 
.inipiy3 jipnbya tawiys'^n 
iyay3 jm :y3Botrya VH "\$nv„ ijn„ 
bnvovva DIP DI^I ^W -BMP*«P-«J ,*< 
PB DnyT"383i$ ySyxyeo \VPV p» (l 
Dn»^ BD n tD v^ yoiiya B I^B jy^n^vv: <2 
I5w D'D iyv^ DB' (3 PB mvbvif iftmfi i*S 
liyosyo yoDjri3 »nw *1 .op^ntsD yr«p«s 
ipKP1^ PB pn*^ * 113 nyo"i3
 f *nyrw pa 
ayn t3so mya^vysDMB y^^ vyED T I ;v:s" 
PB lyoo^p H n'lB oay^y3 \V2$n "t c^ 
n 18U ,Hpnyo8 pa Dnyoc jnyay^p " 
.D5BP^ t3«jn tnypiifii D3yonB3 iyo,%:'1 
*iyt)"3P H PB n38anya nyi o^n ii; w 
>D3^ DiyT H lys^nya onypn^n D5W»! 
ya^vyrys n ps ,T^yo D«II MI anycs 
oy i)3 ,D^BP^ ynyi3B n pa |ynn ;^:,*» 
*1 lyni ,y>ya H jyanmyB T ^ S , T iw,%! 
t38ny3 bo bipi Diypn*ii t3:yo"t83 w ^ 
*y3 tat^ n PK nwiyiD nn^ B PR D3yo ;•'• 
yin^B fyv'Dt? iv tDsyvvnB VIM i^ y3 Bflip 
iynaB3 PK .p'ntso pM D?BP^ iyp'^ ": 
xpa 0"3HB yv383 H ly^yo^v oyoa Dtvjjn 
n.TB pa o?nijvy3 jyni#iiy3 jyj^r n»w " 
PB jnitnyi BTB jyiiya ta^ a nM3 tsB oy 
Dqnyn wyonsa D-H-^ i jn 8 
D-:^2 |«P T8 JW DnyOBnyB !«T ,yon8a 
pit* iVo IPP iJEmDnyjiyDOiK PDMia *va 
noma » Huflpwfi « n« rtftp'ftu* o^ 
•vr'K ynn'Jjgpb i ^ o a w PK -i:$a-p"-)taD 
n CO T»?S380 1MK PK |1K D^Kpt^  V3 
jr?8io;yD yoMia 8 ffftP "UKa-iya 8 .Dyotfa 
loaypiyas B*3 D»3^P ps n n i PD^P 
r;yoonpy in** pa * * yrwmw H p« 
- p T8 ,ttVTMtt >*O ya>tey p » Dm D$n 
pon-a IIB imvnn DaraoKi w i uwiya 
w * p« !yi"5 onoya ovn W jvon^p 
yanaywya *i 5,vn ,oyn ay?w B r o w n 
Dgn rapJP yJ»pi£ *i lya^yn ix jyasaoMK 
-:tjs ijnapo^Pa I"P iva$n iv DaM n^y D*a 
.aawo&B y o n w J p v i i K i n 
iy2^ ta$n Diypisn Djyoi8a nVD^:r H 
nwn^n »ii "inys ?y»B jyo^ya w p*n i n |Pii o^n p|W JioijB>"anyD3'K W W 18 
[iD r« DIP n« ,o5KpifS ynr^ K pa lyo^ya 
(?)onipya |ya$n o^Kpttf n IKU >ya*K DPI 
-$n »i ya^yu .Ktansp-iyB H i:83"iya i n 
•iMttfl aaiKiya T^xyrya |»a 
cnya PK) fyaasayaa^  PK " p r o p , "WH 
,D**pif5 :on« 8T8 *nn (J* OJ"n ^ ; 
•pa .onyaoyo biynain iya$n lyay^a yaSvu 
D^KP^S .DBoyoo KD>B8P-iyB 25 pwip jya 
Dipi3in 8 PHP-ip iyay5»D D-iyaoyo 500 ta>D 
•ya 9MMf$aannnw 8 oipi lyta^yr .Dsoytao 
,KD^B8P_iyB y?n n bftnp 
aaiayiiya j i f w i w i D Uw*n'K nm pn 
npa^w I D .o*a oy^a |«p ,no« ,oip PK 
ivsyaiya'K oavpya D*$M jy^^r ytn no 
WKpitf mil ,IVDPKB KOmanwyM ywnt 
* H M 0 w pa *n MI ,)n:v^vz yiyi:8 lie 
DH»? .tDr« ny*r [IB , j^ar .orK mypnijii 
nyppa cyn pa
 f j ip^i onypi^n D;yo"i8a 
.naya^yB ynxnax yaa8D pa pn lamnna 
mrayaspt lyaijri D^*>V y^8p8> yiy«i mn 
et?n DV wtfyn «IMM ,Boytao iya^-i 8 t^o 
*;on»#v n JIK wn"B„ Bnipi nan jyaisya ^n 
D?3ffiDyt9Bfyaaif jyay^a onyaoyo H pa ?ya 
^ r lyaoyo nyn W i ,DVT Dgotra* .nnjni 
NQ'ssp-iys 8 lytaynpyca pa jyanp lynya 
w !na8asiyD ]"i pc BoytDo 
DW1 D5«pif5 H ps 3ann^B3"K 8T8 O'O 
"M a*; oniya D-»yn"3» r i pfi lasanya ivn 
•lirani ^ n Q:VP 
na w i l ^ a yovy^ ya^a^K anjyonya 
rDiypiipi Dayon83 nyo^ar ixn pa G0MM0 
' i
 (Diyp>^o otaays^ a H tya^onxn jyo |yp 
c^cctjp H
 f^yp»o DypyctT | jm5^o 
•»:c yoo-inyD n p« j n j p va pa DUpms 
"' wn Hittipia PK p^pna pa B m w TJTI 
t<^  lyo^yt PK a'Dyo^yaynaiK inyr \V>nw 
.oiyaoytD yiy^wfiD bawyia 15 »n nnyo 
^ ."lyoya D^: yateS n T>K jyva'-i^iB H PK 
»--»# ha yaK-ia n jyaMnyasMK bijm ppvt1 
-ya lyww HD^BSpnya H t'8 1897 pu 
T^ K DJjn .taayD 12 «IMK IJHipw oiyayn 
f"ayn D^art iyatjr nyp^cpi^p »n jyiiw pw 
nyo^av n tDtjn Dttiifo 8 o:yo 12 n «IMK 
iim ,1906 V2 D"ai«ya Diypn#ii oayo"i8a 
iv Jjnipiya oiyaynya T^ K KO*B8P"I»B ,_I 
.D8ai^ D 8 o:vo 15 
-ya VH ND^Bsp-iye n iwi , ^ o i m r 
18 »iva8ociya jynya VH ,\VWW* wzvn 
-iya -iyi Dyii yon8a:"8 yonnyo-iya n DSD 
y-i;ya^a n pu o^an« nnyo pim^w nasa 
: jyaaioan 
•H "spvi DiK ,5ya"5 i'i8a iyn,o,:8 .1 
,yayn n lya'ODyaya n I^VKD^M iy: 
,|yb^v yoMiya w jyamya D>npij5 n ya^yii |yo MI) taa^nya jyo D^n ?ya«5 DVI T in 
•jV'av n jyoSsniva* (»a«n wa oaijn 
.lyByty 
PK , D W W I * I yJy^yso IPP'J? .2 
yDMiya p« oiyt^asa"!^ y^ yayn iy^yutr:^ 
-'•38 H lyo^mvBMK anaytawa DIK
 ftnvw 
.D3^3V"iyn"3B' n 18B pJ^ V8D 
oa^:r y?Kp^ n^ ya o^o jyvoc (3 
-ni8 yomya T in v i jya^ aya «i jyv. 8^D 
pni v^aytoBMn P« onnp 8 PK [yasi 
.P^IDD PK iya^t D^yaoyo my*M 
otf T>K i n v 038—jyayn ytavyJ H i8a 
-"31* H pa fyisiiya ovytyaoitja D"a-i8 , - I 
inn* 8 ,inyo inK' 8 ,Diyp"»ijii t3:yo"!8a nyo 
DM5» PK ly^cD-tfya n w DM* ^Tya'ayii 
"UVVWD i r i D«I I ,D"X ya^oa'a n ^ a 
,t38nya D^n 
.Dtasa pp 
iya« jya^t ti>W^ n pa fyaanynva M 
Dtjn naKmys i j n MI -inyo ?y*B jynya lyo'K 
/ iyo"ais W T H v>8 MI .jyaya tajypya 
na D*a
 r«t iyp"nt3D ,nyv3t? n ^MK MTS 
nia ,i38mya |y^a^'wa ayi a^ayajriB D»a 
ItfW iy>KP^ nyi anayaynE »»a nioifv taa^ 
aai5na»n D I»D nyi ps DWMpi i j n .Kaia 
Sy^ fiMi D*3 ^ 2 p'p DD"ii nn^ K TK ,T*K 
-IJJD oyn lyn^n IKPTO »yn w « ivoaynp 
< jifO jyanya 
«? * " i i
 fy^tatr oa^ai* n iyaKTta:y 
ta^ a t^ K AifqniraDflfp i y i wa o»a jy>na«n 
tD'3 SJMH VK oy PK .^8t yDD"5> p'p iyo*n 
jya^yii £Mpi0 8 iv n rov jyaKioay iv oa^? 
yny^r ta^ o anaytacpn |yj"t «t ?8 DMM iyo 
T^a^a .^Bif ^K-.yay t^T nix jyaa^nwf 
-oy nyo'K no lasaiya nyi !8 ,DMK DDIP 
pK I^ HD Dn ?M1 IV 183^ T |yil
 rJIR«3 D«11 
.wno D^: |yp 
raw y*8P^* iv »B^n ca jyo iyn 
D^a jyo" ipn nsnv .yoarpa^K n i^a D*a 
-a"K yvaKa *n yfi?»n yanaytarya PK pjmu 
.' 
» 
TjWl MjnrUB tW^ njn 
•writ wioya T I K D$n Dnypi^ii O J W I W 
m .IVtDDynp I T W K DM5 D"3" IK 5»"no 
-ya n iwnpwomu ou*ftu uoip nyo*K 
own WWD*;* H r»n iroiofiwn w w n 
•3* T'K \yp w:v yny* . j * tnrvD \vn 
-MI
 #|PD"p;nror JJPB m ,ny2 fy>nyv*»in 
3V11 Din w n \ynviV2 »t iwanyw JJPB 
•arw tr; pw , » w I»»T trwPB pt ww 
Mpn PT3P 8 jyttfy? pipii ,Dyi jyayn an 
y roD" j pK p« -tfy3 p* — pftps 3i3ya 
iv DW TT oroMa n V909m PK — ty^cy-ip 
o*r. m v t l D ya^nyvaiK H IJTVPJWWJ 
\m »W ,t3'3 TO |W«D MTK JH3y3"1B> 
•wjv H n»c D"p 8 UOKDWDMK ,o»n Ban 
.DWitf i i *D3yon83 nyo 
D$I I .WWBMH iyt3iK PK DIP D>: , i " : 
n ,D:yDeny ,PK [ypMiys iv jyau T O 
lyn p« D3y3yay3 jyo y3f»yn t n * w n v 
-"nv ,PR W 3 T * ( jnnywi i j PD D " 3 1 8 
T« 4w*ntt3« RUMPM wan PK ,D3yt3 
nrvpawi* iv (ipvwwK y«j y roxy n 
jyi"QivDMK jynyr »n«n nyi"jB> ye"TK H 
•imuovn yooiB PK tyrtnc 
j n y p u j n 491113 TjWWJfl * l p i 33ffJ*i3 
u$ j b w onyp-iifii »3yonw n y t r w n 
,1891 PK pnifiiya oruyuya PK KpnyoK 
H i p ^ i w b iv .pnix 'Snip IMUKHV o'o 
•H'R h Wftw ,iyin«' ymV?& pK you y^8 
onypnifii w w n w * i PK D3$'3P nyi"3t? vw 
/inn? rJianyx "TO n PK osnya jyaijn 
jyiKpn « (Jft»lPttD*Ut tnyitfBya v i o ^ " 
Syp*oi8 Din pc l yyn i? lyn poMn ,^3 
lyry? lyn jwf>yn PK ,|yony3"iyD3iK D*3 |yp 
.lyry* iv iSnya Dip D«nya o<3 -IB>DK ttf$u 
yro3Mi y a w * jyonyj o n m tftfyn n*o 
jynyt pit nnK' -I*B yovy> H PD tWjniow 
.TjiK jyjny^ "r i^oy^ » IKD DIJII 
jyTDonpy iv [y^o'D yttorbaMi H PD 
#DEK-1P y?JPV3WB K D^ K |1K y^ KniJO K D^ K 
you K iva^n n w JW*r«y)j»i»n i» ^n8T 
-183 *Wtt»w H .yonwj^K yrDyo^yay-i 
ya:8? 8 i w D^n D^n I**JV onypi^i twyo 
n ip i tDjy0183 llfOVJV H .B8nya 0*3 D"V 
HMK WJteDMPJ 1!VR ry3:8Dy3JIJ Otjn DTW 
pc D8J8& 8 o:yo 5 po opyg KD'e8Pasiyfi 8 
KD*B8P-"iyB ya^jyo-B n .IVMVO wiw 
VH 1894 \m innM! I P « ryD?8nya:ij tmtn 
o:yo 8 iv ryiijiiya Diysynya so'BKp-nyB H 
DjyotKa H .nyaoyo ynw lie 08J*D 8 
Ktresp nye n t3*o p p W W onypnijii 
jynyD8D iv DOTKl nya^yii v» OJ»D 8 po 
WB "iy3K ,vjyoonpy nn^ K iy£3^8nivB'iK 
I ** -lynya D*3 n^n |"p Uta T*K pnof iK 
W?P 8t8 D*D wnoBnii B*3 fyp i:83nyc 
.Ko<B8P"iye 
r o o n Dip oo»n FKT n m " » n prvrjv 
TB 4 * * T» l » onyn iyn^ DMP jgnmerm 
po iJ83Tyo njn nw PK , P ^ K n:82^y£ nri 
iy^t3*c w\*v H iyD8B* niKiy^ Dnm^rL- «-
•383 DJH pK ry^'ntanyo fyfo'o n p^« pn 
|8T 4Jnn»Knn iv^vKr^Kan^ ps i^rs isrv 
DPI PK on«n-D33n^ I W ^ K C 8 otj- T*K 
.tjnyii D3»5mnr»yt B*J i y : r ;•« 
4«nt3 »'3 D^T iyp ppm y^83»*^83 pv 
-y08 11$ DWHW D3yO"183 1JIO"3V n pK 
pip t3'3 038^1^ pn one nyn pK PK BP« 
4XWW y^ »» lyajno |yp jyo D»H 
D 3^ | jn 'p :wi» D118H ,y38iD ya^yt «i 
D^D ,iyp flityvw H Diypi8ii t3:yoi«; -
iv lynyii D^ yt3K»y3 ,iyo83 pe 33i-iyi3y -
y^838,v83nyt33,K "iyny iv PK y58P$> i jn r 
onyt PK iy3KiD n ly^yac DTana D? 
nyo 'UK PK jnytr *im 0'3 jy:3^p «t -v 
nyoD3y i n PK y3KiD H * I I MI rnnrrE 
.oiypn^ii t33yon83 T W P W n fy;v 
t3>3 i m n w n * DIIKH , 5 W 5 oayic C8 
-Diyn3in n^s * i DWNim pua iyo"3r " 
ryoMK ^ 3 (ynyor p^wi ,ony3"D n;yt"c 
? tf»ji ' i y i ps 
; "D nv i«K"nynya inyooyn H oaync 
H I8S3P H D'3 Din^WlV D11K11 ,D"»W 
oynynj-^oyo nruypio y3^i3nyv y?rs 
?l$,3v "ijn unpin iy3"T yaftw 
n onKii , I ^ J P Dnyp^oByp H oaxna 
D3yiD PK ,Diyp"DByp y^8 D'3 »in^ 383">» 
DTPJwiif n anim 4»^v Diyp^oiKa'D " 
1MK D3JHB MW PK .Diyp^DIKa^D y>8 "*: 
in'K PK 49&DWV80 H ,DnyD3yBi«P '" 
iv iy3ynoiyi383iD \v:vp y\ «nv pw ore 
PK D3$UV ^83$C"3iyt33'K 125 H pD iP i " 
lyDKO H tP3 ?jnM'383"l8 M l BHUII
 (KP*iy-* 
ayii yaKiD ya>yr n PK .o-pno ynyr ps 
n lyayno jyayp p'3$> yn^yr H D«2 I~K 
,n38^ fyryn po D3i^3i' y^Kp$5 -^y^;v:,•-
-"31K jyD8D H D'3 |WP383n$ »T DrW 
nawya ny«t pa iw 
V» D38T Dyi1 "Dn811„ PD ySKHE H 
«1 T'K I'noK "iyn pn lyns ^ o n I W * 
n .trnynn^siyD inyr pK e«3^3iK B»m 
'8D pK 138^ 33y pK '80
 fD3*^r yDDP"»^" 
~8iB 25 »v nnyo fyo^y? ivavn ,Kpny2811* 
.IV'VKT^Kil^ iy"T PK iyO"31K H I^E 0&* 
nK yoia HMK lyino D38'3V yoD-inyo »i r* 
-"318 H pD 03yV81B 10 1K3$t D'O Dl>: 
H Brwi I^IB' H .iyn"i jrw»'t p* * 
PK 4¥*w nyi nyo'iK ?y3"? iyo,%3"iK ivc^-
»o»a i$3 PK oy j m v D38»3P n n IVOT 
nrvK jyo^nsivD'iK D U 03ir D^I I i r : ' * iff 
nyo"3v n PK ,w<y8P3WUF l"11" 03ISB 
cf 
lypnjjn IDJJ;OI«:J o n ^ nyi 
' unw JK Drronm MPDTW T ^ J T n 
"f-DEpaw *j prwii inv ^ npn, jama njnis 
|«BV9p MlW JIB 
n prmwni f 5*T DV TWI ,DIH pram y3 
ony? oy MI lyey^D >JPD D«r*5 ,Diyi"3&? 
.l|*W 1V3MK pB 1^83 DM18 1»| 
•8 lyoosy i y i iv ,jynyr PK yamc H prm 
-wis WEIKI DWHfl i Djyoiw w w ' i 
;"K 818 V$PW\ PK ,Diyi"3B» H fyTPJ 
."HfB V* t^ystr lira MI lyasa 
,|yDy3iyE B*3 BU*B I"K 18D iyno 1*0 
is t'R myi^JK' H no 33ivP383i$ n T« 
y;"^p .33iony3iyD3iK w i iy"ny33iK 
•myo pw ly^yu ,DP^ IDD yj"5p ,fy^o^o 
.prm'jgny 0*3 iy i "3t? I J W P M oy i 
mil i ;yjvK TK iyonyjj$ \jftip T D nm 
•;» vsBm e*o ,iyfo'b-tfy3 yDMi3 n w v 4 
BWP 181 ,l$Mf8D'38 yD"12 8 iy338D!V 
pw PK oy iv ,y3«ia H pan fa*m atny 
-"2i8 H ^n 3j8?iya "uruitw 8 tp &3"n 
PK v^ptf * i nm , f l | w PK jyoip iv iyo 
•M*» iy« i jy38o pfeyii VQvxvi y58j^v83 
our D"V n PK .?yD8D n iv *NIBMK jyo 
mm m iy i$ |yimj'-8i8D MI ,VQD:*) inyo 
is \vmy:xt j y ^ t V D pm l f l nmp # *w* 
"DD3U I$>V8P38318 18C D"V H PK ovy* 
PP8D MIK DDIP ,pmv m ^ 8 CD Ml iy3 
yDMia n iyc ccny: nm ,y3KiE H I $ E 
arena i«nwD*M 8t8 D * I I PK , i# t>ur#M 
pmranrut p*n [«p t8 nifin PK oy 
-•in t n
 tp^8 D^8P8^ n D*J . t r j b y i a*n 
•MD H B3"n n n n iyi"3s> H PB i383iys 
•W3V sjumva y"3 8 D*U D^D ,iyi3yr 
iye"m D ^ I » yK'^ijDisn n T i n -iy338D 
iyaij DIP iyp uyaiyc oyi |1M D^8P»?^ H 
•iyiyM iyE8^y3 
-i«: iyo"3i» H T8
 f^iJ« j y i ^ i I^D jyn 
"831IJ ^181 1383iyD 8 D?8 DiypHJM DjyD 
'U8 *1MK |«t 113 Dl^l fyp ,1OT"ft **1 IIHTJ 
"2 lynyDK'iys i>o ^y^Mi »IM« , 3 ' w i ^y^o 
w«p«' y^8P^ H p« i383iyc i y i ?8 ,oyi 
p
"8 Dl^ l pK |WPBB> 3^D"T:y3y3 ^M iys i8 i 
rf'w H i v i y i ^«3 m y ^ i383iys DJH 
DVM3 oyi pe JK^B ny i tyo^aisiVDMK 
^ly^ T8 ,Dyi ^ gt IVailJt IV PK "?"BD8P„ 
n jnnjv i j n pa 5«j» i j ny i ^ K i3ysy3 
"28 i y i PB jyouya sptft ^ t ynoon3^K 
.i^V80 
WW iy i VH DIJ1 — T o WW — 3MK 
^ T8 ,iyco3y oyi DnyotnyD fyo Mt8 MI 
"« iyciKi o i yp i ^ i o3yoi83 njto"3V 
D'o ,iyoy^3^iB yooyia n no y:**K 
lyyn^K i y i PK TT ?y:y3y3ya v o » J w 
n T^K , i :8^ n w n PK 33iajmw mr^snv 
">H oyi iyin,383i»j iv MTK MI ,yoy^38is 
-"JC lysrn'K i y i T^ K DMP ! i y i " : c j p m 
"38 n T8 TJO't T'K 181 ,DVT,3831^ 0%3 i y i 
y^n^K yv383 n TK ,iyt3"3i8 iy382 y i y i 
D,,p3,oyno yc'DQ^K'vijD PK WDsruyiB 
#V3yDDnpy yoBurnvni w jysijn w: Dim 
.D^B3^K jyiiycD^iya p*p 
-^K >i ipayn in ip »ttjf ycvy^ H ^HDK 
-Mi3 8 inyi D38oy3 D3^;r i yo "3 i8 wm 
Ds3 VK Dyi3(jis i y i iya$ .ontroiijE jyo 
-8try3 PK oy Dtftt PK ,iy^Ktn^3 |«p jjmw 
fiMK lysijr jyp mm
 r>«Diif33iK j n ip iw \VB 
? lytD^njtJ DPfl Dl#1 338^ Ml 
•pi*5P P» D0«« H T8 jye^n i v : ^ 
.338^ inyr iyo5»8.i3^ [ySini u v w Diyp^o 
i y i PB D^8P^ *1 T8 ,jyPMl D3y3"V y^8 
Diypi^n D3yoi83 o y n ^ j ^8:(jK*"3iyDrK 
,iyi^3 ryooyB 8 T» "UWiw ivs^rr npw 
-;yi3 « l DIJI PK tai.i'Byj 013 jyiyl*i »? DIJI 
.lyoKD^uyi yoi3 DiyasyD yiy^r ?ya 
PB yD8D yDM13 H IPT te , i $ i i y r ^ 
-y3 i ^3r i y i iyoMK \vw iyi^3^—lyjyo 
in8By3 y n j y » M « 8 *^i T^K I K I ,33uyn 
WS^M D36j,3v ytrn'K y jy iy^ iyB n i8B 
.tD3"0 [yi'DD'tpy 
•yil D1M,3831tJ D1181 JVtlO Diyi"3B' H 
#pn*5n*ii oy3y3"K iy^r av^wHip D*3 r jm 
yiyi38 H pa IVT^.I^M oyi ay^iv I M K n ; 
PB Diy3»:yD o^^n ?y3"r ya^yii
 f iyD"3i8 
.DJIfUl' 
? iyi,T,383UJ D iy i "3^ s1 iy2lj ^T iyM 
"8PV DM13 MT8 IW'M jyDByiP CWD911 
? tyeoyo MT^O JWSiW 8 ;yony3iv3y»: 
I'D lyiyn y38iE i y i *IMK iyE»:y P*K 
• " » % , - i T8 ,PK iyED3y -y i PK ,DB«J inyr 
iyTP383i$ jys i8 i "Diyp-,*#M o:yoi83 iys 
"3H 1833"^ PK iyED3y 1VTPH .IJH'W H 
i y i ^ T njm ,D^PD^PIMI i y i PK iy i ,3'D 
•pna n ?Diyi"3tr n p r m u w i * yp8D 
•TD83 ? D : ^ 3 V -iyo:yeiKP n i y i « Dllf"5 
jyiyn DTP383I I# o i j n ^ j y H i ys i8 i T ? 
.Diypisii D3yoi83 i yo "3 r H PB 
inyoc |M«5a ojm oipi iyry^ - y i iy38 
- r n s DU I M n m PK iVEDjy lyvnp oyi " 3 
-*no Djm i y i ,KEI3 y38ie i y i PK lysy^o 
xmmaioa inyt iy3"^3 nitrJa 
-8iB i y i *IMK -iyED3y i y i PK y38iD n 
-^
"Wpv&\ twyoiBJ &r«b n$n 
PB juama* SNJ PM jyaso IVP WWIOD 
nyi |M5jm D*D ,iyDP*n»a PK ooaiy nyi 
-31H B|Btt "W Ml |1K ,D*1M i n DjyS^X 3$B 
j H .oirrcya 
^IpRt wrmnwwym wi o^yn on? 
iy»p«"i83 yfr'WBD w«? ena |y»"*WDnn 
a«& « I*? 1* *PIM ny biwi DMP
 rflpWP 
ayus jyyjsa p« iy no i8i ^DttHpi l« 
.yayvo "ijn no 
oyn pi»'h no 33i3yiiy3-"iyo^ai8 n 
tyayn IV VIS DM ,CBaipi* iyi i8B jyoa^B 
W jyoa^B ya^ayo y^ « ly^ciy ossnayD 
8 phMtf jyB^ yn Daytaoawi iyn$ iye8tr 
w lynyt VD jyno ,ttfyn jn»*Spj5j yiyoya 
lyaoyDByo JIB aKtaatp iyao-iy ovn |y38o 
iyoD3»m*5a .lyooyia I'ISB Tfw liny* |» 
5$? tfm wvu yva«a n msam P« 3*D 
lyanyn oyi fyiirwMiiya |1M jynyr ivayp 
PH ov»*i lj|3>jm ,nyrwD5ytt p« oawra 
jyo^P y^ 8 pyoyDtfnx Dsaipi* nyoDDavnsa 
*na jyanyn pn lywo* n« wwa jofcm 
.HDB'J pbma p i PK 
-aw viv1? ov ! am DV ww yay? oy 
! *jn n$3"5> nyt 
p^etr 11* w -in «pw nn n?» v* |jm -#i 
CHB lyecyfi p»i ttSB'rp vt&lnti jyji ,nn 
:. — tyn»H tyan^rwrw H r^«=* I*" 
-ys ^n iynnfi |ya*r D'D yoyis n T« ,:-C 
,">yi up"** ixnayotp nyi EiPfi irn'osw 
PM lya^sny ,Dxna*a pit a$o nn p« 
-anya P« DJympny jyaaicv y^ 8 o;*c: 
-yS>yj K D y^ jyoma nn i w : yafrr , pc 
p« jyB'vanB n o^ o tyaypys iv in D"n;y: 
njn PB [yawBMM yjMom yo»»na n D»? 
TWnt^ « s" .DB8^ "iyO"318 "lytDI'T'^ rs 
-^ yBy;piyE nya5*pw DUE T^ 3 pn "yop i^By: jy^cya ^jorp n pM " t ^ ^ m a w n jrc 
."^yi "i^ 3"5„ tnm ly-tyi iv a*»na -ss 
|jm fyny^ ya v&yfi y3^ yr Din TK WK DP;P 
nya^ M D5» jyiyn uasitDya $w ^yi ^ r ^ 
-nsso lya^ay^nyo^nK yoma H jyn 
D"iy;83 Jhyt tD^D jyD8a H lys^ K i r o 
H »t lypyn ,bn$! "iyn p« ananyeBfe 
|y ;^,3^yB p« .oyantDD ya*5wytD yacri-v 
oy .B^ ap y"iypi8DK' D»O inanwia cr 
-fiMM v:"i »p!M iwa'W'ar oy-i DJiptin 
D^D^C iyDcncEMK H
 rjyo3^B p« [yaw 
yeoa^ vifiD n jya r^ nyDiyirDUittf n r« 
p« pypaya yiyraix n8D pomimvfiO'nv 
•oyt: cyn fyp-i8DC iv tsayoyv -lyooy: in 
-"318 p« a:nxnna-iyB lya^^yo pE frs 
,nnn« * iytj 
* * 
BK=* pM =c>; n 7»sr MI nyr I»K ;;•* 
; jjwmya Ectjrc;;:^ cri ccaijia a»nn i'i< 
T»H n»:i pn cu^ a MI n?r TK jyi? ;-* 
iWatiM 7=«<s H T'K I M W T W I pip yr> "* 
Itsnrau , i n liw BUP p>o i"K i>« atia pn ,cya n« taajriyanH ii» ,tya T K iy:i 
f-iyvi2 ya^o B;"T nn»K c«n &W9 VJ 9n'» P»* ,iya:'B H SC»*.C DIX IM Httna scenes::*-" 
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•HJDD^n .^  .« 
-
nypnjjTt wyonw on"* njn 2 
-ys iwarta iv n» v w a want IIB oottf 
-$vecrt< vtn j a y ^ t r m a PK DVonm 
- ^ U ^ ^ D I ^ P n . yo t fw n iv:"T j y ; ^ v 
- - y ^ « "V--'« I1- pnp-ivr.T cy i PK \v<? 
••»- DJH PC 03*>BB H PK'D JftQmK) 
innnoimw DJ" no Sjnwww PK * H ^ W 
f-'yi i$3»5,i »8 *?ynvT iv iyt3"3i8-j«D 
|?23"¥DMM 1M 5*T ,310 DV D'"iyO"3")8 DVT 
r-x pesos' ,|jm»08T0D3»flMn v>\ D'D 
.nyDP»n»> lyoDya 
•s"2 yo8Tp-mi PK ? * « *pt "va P« ?« 
•pvti s PK jyo"pa*D3yiya:iK \vm lyooyB 
-awayo pK prUPiB IKB nPTODW y~8r 
.yoayn 
y^oonyDpmw n in$ / ^ r m p " * , , 
PK iya:i5c8T"iya p * ,1yaip*ineD3ipjn 
•jriBcniK |«t priMJiyfi oSipi
 fiyoDyotjnB 
**nya « pn»fa oftpi PK nyops-ita |P3»? 
•-;y in$ DMMPftn nsa a$o nyr^oaaio 
-eya oa^n pw .jypynv yaMn PK jy?y*v 
B*O jyr%mys PK D3i?P yajrurcnya T» \y: 
-y; yhrcya ens PK tyopa*oorK y5ymye$p 
iyan DMN prina yaSw ,y5yfl$"irD0flye' 
•epy ,rayo ,DPS;P*B n»D DMnr inpwi i 
i > » vmninB IKB tfrmjini i i jnMnMp 
•- i»n nyv^ yB H p« ^yvysD ; "nysKD 
D"PTB9M1 H ovyenyojiK jya$n "lyo^ans 
Tw PK lyHtfoBnys a$o oyi p« jy^t^n pa 
[yaaionyaiyoilK - p^p'B H pwn iytaoyo 
.^na^a iy inyr 
nys nyo^ans yoTp:8an$ H ty^yn DMP 
tt$0 "iy"T„ tf>8 "»jn 1*3"^ QVI \mim\ 
"r-ia PK iya3i5D8tiyB:yD8o ,ooyoqnB PB 
:$:: -.in a i y^ya i8"i ,iyaany5pny-iyB»* 
j i o w i jy^n(fDD»n |»t 
ps aanyufc nyn b*0 T8 ,PDK PK oy 
,D»ai8 ypa»n 8 jjnamya T^ K 3io W i y n 
~vz PK Dy D(jn tunoys 8 n8D Difli -iy3K 
?
-N DH^ V aijtD nyn D»pi DPKD oxn D^D ^pija 
•WOMTS nyn pa o"pD8TpnyoD^K H y t 
";••-!£ cyn oaa i^v PK ,aji:"D "lys^Dayey 
vw iyD38"iDiyB iv ^r "0"D oyn ^MK PK 
iyfira^mnD oyi pa yanaya PK jyjn^K n 
. l ynKby^ns 
DD«318 D'Tffr^aiK DyT P38T 8 
iK3">„ .omba*^ tw^o5yn>8 oyT pa "iyi 
-ya H PK p9tfs D^n jyn ,J^D nyT T-'K - 'yn 
*3^>E ynn'K «IMK w n i ^ n n D W I DBKB^yi 
nyo"an8 cy i iv |yo 
".^p o^njyjy jy j i y m "3 ^T p#m I 'o 
TJ1K DJ"ET Ty35jhl
 #DPJ1B jyDMiyj 8 |y38C 
ynwvnvT] s ^ i VH oy j»D3*n nnyr pn iv 
iyvo3Mi Jy^B jyiiya o ^ n oy T8 , : J U " D 
«IMK iysyayao^K jynyn oifi i nyi^yj n T8 
o;ypyj nyoys |yo?8" »?xn8n8B »n i$3"5 
pa yo8P iyn PK i;8a D^8 iyoip r'aiv 
pa oyp8D8 H [y;y;
 fa;uH"nDiyfi-OD3>yt 
.D8^P nyB»DD»58D,B8P 1JH 
"IJD3K 18 PK naiJB*D33UH"nDnyB 8 T8 
lya^eauiyB p'p oyn ,D»paHayiiDM3 yoi? 
•" t ysJyii H .|yo"iowa c : Dvy c*jyc 
cy iyo^r. lyoanas y*yr:iK D*D OMPVZ jy: 
-ntrya PK ovo^sjyaijn VD ot$ MI ,DI: IV 
D^pan^yiiDMa -\vi v w Dyo^nyajtf PK iya 
t^ K ^:^a 8 .iji^rDsaun^noiyB 8 pa 
•"•trya iv T» ]&?&$ yfiwoam n pa nyj^K 
,K3ic cyn |ia ^KB:IJ [ys^ayo 8 lyaya [yv 
PK yoayi D'"yD"2i8 cyi DyemoD DIJII 
iv DIK J*DMJ T>K nj8B 818 .jyoynyDJ'K 
•jyciyn i n pa lynyi^a T ^ ^ a i y wwv 
.3Juyp-iyjK PK ycayi mvo DDK^yty; nyn 
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"e'w n ^Dayc^iy ,nyo"3i« *ww yiyr:iK 
,D:yED"iiv ,PK i{j^8r,a8a"i(j pa-0"pan;yn 
]vw Sip y35yn ,yo8P 8 pa lyase D$T 
•tjn TO >»m ,DD*By:ya yjywenya lyaya 
•tjtDp8a ya'D3^i K "IKB D^II ly.iyryaa^K |ya 
PK DM13 18B f)BC8P DyT PK fyj"* " I jyi 
iya"t n^ o MI ^ B MM PK .yosynayt^ ayo 
Diynya nw bu TO iy3t^ n ,ynj8DtH3*it lynya 
|y»yn lyase lyflSipiya IMH ma ,cyi iyayn 
PK ny3* iy3i?n TO H3«B |y3*5voTao3yn 
DIP VM aMH 18 iyo>8nya D^Y lyaSynjh 
yay^  ^oionaijupTno cyn pa ya^oo^a 
-yorK w TT T3iK iya"iy? y3^yn
 fiya»«nB 
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D"PDM-a n lyxypiviyoaiK iy i i * pny:y5p 
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,ayo y^8 pc a$o njn .wt*oDD"3i* ofm 
•ya nyiayJ»p oyn p« Diyii D$n a$o 8 
D5M ,3io DV D'nyD"3i» oyn o^8 oaya^v 
,vr^n v\ o?yn i i n unrpiyo w 3$o s 
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Special Notice Regarding the Death 
Benefit Law. 
ii the Secretaries an*! members of Local 
minus. Greetings: 
Owing to frequent misunderstanding among 
the officers and members of local unions re-
garding the death benefit law, Article IS, Sec-
tion 1. your attention is hereby called to ccr-
•ain points connected therewith and you are 
urged to take particular cognizance of the in-
formal ion placed before yon and make it clear 
to your members. 
The new law, Article 18. Section 1. which 
has been hi force since the Boston Convention, 
provides a graduated death benefit, ranging 
ironi $50 to $">00 under certain terms and 
conditions specified therein. 
Many local officers and members believe thai 
u* a member has not registered and paid his 
assessment as required by the new law, he 
AOidd be able to claim it under the oin law. 
]i so. such member will be previously disap-
pointed. There is no such thing anywhere, 
a- the operation of an old and new law side 
by side. The old law does not exist any more 
and therefore only such claims for this benefit 
are recognized as are made by members who 
have fully complied with the existing law. 
Again, some members neglect to register 
their names and to pay in the 50c assessment, 
putting this off from day to day. Apparently 
they think that they have ample time to do 
this. Voii are requested to inform your mem-
bers that within the last few months several 
members had died who had not been regis-
tered at all, or who had been registered less 
than twelve months, whose claims for bene tit 
have been rejected. 
I he General Office of. the International 
L'liion will not hold itself responsible for 
any claim of. members, be they new members 
or members of many years standing, who have 
not been registered at least one full year prior 
to making ^rjy claim. 
A fully explained notice of this provision 
was published in ou r official journal for N'o-
vemher, 1910, therefore, those of the old mem-
bers who have registered before 1911, have 
completed their first year on June 15th, 1911. 
1 hose on the other hand who have not done 
so, can make no claim. 
i* ratemally yours. 
J O H N A. DYCHE. 
(>en. Secretarv-Treasurer. 
Care for Your Eyes 
We correct all cases of Eye-Strain. Proper 
glasses will Rase your work and give you 
comfort. 
Glasses Made and Repaired while 
you wait 
Factory on Premises 
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On Waists 
H. Frank & Co., 33 West 17th Street, New York City. 
Sam GflJSsman & Co., 37 East 17th Street, New York City. 
Solomon & Steiner, 34 West 15th Street, New York City. 
On Cloaks and Suits 
Spies & Alper, 174 Springfield Avenue, Newark, New Jersey. 
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